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Abstract

The manipulation of cells is fundamental to numerous medical diagnosis and biological
processes. Hence, there is a significant demand for the development of highly precise and
high-resolution manipulation techniques. Lab on a chip (LOC), as a powerful tool for chemical,
biological and medical analysis has emerged as a promising platform to meet this demand.
Built on the unique behaviour of liquids at the micrometre length scales enabling the use of
different phenomena, LOC performs a much more precise analysis at a faster rate and by
using considerably reduced sample and reagent than standard lab-based methods. However,
the dominance of different physical phenomena at reduced dimensions give rise to the need for
new techniques to fully capture the potential of such miniaturised systems. Amongst various
on-chip manipulation approaches, acoustic forces have received considerable attention owing to
their non-invasive, non-contact and biocompatible nature. The use of high-frequency surface
acoustic waves (SAW), in particular, allows for an exciting range of promising techniques
for a powerful, yet gentle manipulation of particles and cells. Despite increasing significance
of SAW-driven technologies for on-chip manipulation, the physical phenomena underlying
these systems are yet to be fully elucidated and a number of feasible benefits of SAW systems
still remain unrealised. This dissertation presents an in-depth understanding of various
phenomena underlying SAW-systems by challenging the common assumptions typically made
in the present literature. Firstly, the influence of elevated frequencies in standing SAW
systems is explored. In doing so, a novel membraneless filtration system is developed allowing
for a high resolution, size-deterministic filtration of particles, the size of which approaches
that of half a wavelength. Specifically, the filtration of 8 µm particles from 5 µm particles
and 10.36 µm particles from 5 µm and 7 µm particles is achieved using a pair of opposing
focused interdigital transducers (IDTs) operating at 258 MHz, 129.5 MHz, and 192.5 MHz
respectively. Secondly, the influence of diffraction in travelling SAW (TSAW) systems is
explored. In doing so, an operating condition has been identified under which patterning
of particles into spatially stable locations takes place. Based on this new observation, the
system is characterised experimentally and numerically revealing the existence of five distinct
mechanisms in an individual TSAW system. In addition to the unidirectional migration
typically reported in the literature, particle patterning in two orthogonal directions and
particle swirling in two orthogonal planes are presented. Finally, the influence of size as a
function of frequency and applied power in the outcome behaviour of particles in a TSAW
driven system is explored. As a result, three regions of behaviour along with two transition
regions are identified as drifting, patterning and swirling as the particle size reduces. The
deeper understanding of SAW actuated devices acquired in this thesis can be a starting point
for unlocking new application spaces that were previously not deemed possible.
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Microfluidics is an emerging arena that integrates several

scientific disciplines to facilitate the study and application

of micro-scale physics for fluid handling in a finely controlled

manner. This chapter provides a brief introduction to the

microfluidic technologies with a focus on their potential for

manipulation of cells and particles. This is followed by a

brief overview of the upcoming chapters.

1
Introduction

1.1 Microfluidics

Microfluidics is a multidisciplinary field involving the physical study and engineered manip-

ulation of a tiny volume of fluids in the range of microliters (µl) to femtoliters (f l). [2, 3]

By benefiting from microfabrication technologies, this field makes use of microscale devices

comprising fluid-filled channels with length scales of tens to hundreds of micrometres. As

such, these devices are uniquely designed to exploit the scale-dependent effects to their benefit.

For example, the reduced dimensions of microchannel cause the fluid flow to occur within the

laminar regime, where fluid behaviour is highly predictable. Furthermore, by operating at

such small scales the relative significance of surface forces (e.g. surface tensions) to volume

forces (e.g. gravity) increases. [4] These features permit fundamentally new abilities in the

precise manipulation of fluid and the solutes both spatially and temporally. Exploration of

microscale phenomena for practical use is relatively new, though, nature has long been using

microfluidics to its advantage. For example, transportation of fluid and essential components

in plant’s vascular system or human’s cardiovascular system occurs through microchannels

and is made possible by scale-dependant phenomena in particular capillary effects.

The study of fluid systems at the micron length scale dates back more than a hundred

years, starting with capillary experiments. [5] Although, the birth of microfluidics as a

distinct research field had to wait for the establishment of microfabrication technologies,

1



1. Introduction

developed by micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) in the early 1980s. The quest for

cheap, portable and highly sensitive analytical methods for, amongst others, biodefense

and molecular biology expanded the research field to emerge as a platform for widespread

use ranging from medicine to industry. [6] With the development of microfluidic functional

elements including valves, pumps, actuators, sensors, mixers and filters, microfluidics has

found applications in display technology, [7] ink jet printing technology, [8, 9] chemical

threat detectors, [10] 3D bio printings of organs, [11] and tissue engineering, [12] and hold

a tremendous promise to revolutionize global healthcare in the near future.

Integration of the microfluidic elements performing the functions and processes required

for analysis, on a single microchip has led to the rise of lab on a chip (LOC); a platform

with the aim to generate compact, efficient and portable systems for medical diagnostic

and monitoring. [13] LOC systems have a tremendous potential to promote decentralization

of biomedical testing from the developed-world laboratories to sophisticated point-of-care

diagnostic devices; drastically reducing the cost and eliminating the need for highly trained

operators, and in doing so allowing diagnosis and disease monitoring to take place in

resource-poor settings and remote areas. [14]

Fundamental to applications in diagnosis, and numerous other functions in a microfluidic

system is the on-demand manipulation of fluid and dispersed species (e.g. suspended

particles, cells and biomolecules). The application of methodologies that drive manipulation

in the full-scale laboratories, however, is not transferable to the micro-scales. Instead of

using centrifugation, for example, externally applied force fields including magnetic, [15, 16]

electrical, [17, 18] optical, [19, 20] and acoustics [21–23] are used to achieve controllable

manipulation in microsystems. The use of acoustics, in particular surface acoustic waves

(SAW) in microfluidics is relatively new compared to the other methods but has started to

receive considerable attention over the past few years. Apart from being highly compatible

with microfluidic devices, SAW provide sufficient force strength for a powerful, yet gentle

and non-contact manipulation. Introducing SAW to the microfluidic field as a manipulation

method occurred only about a decade ago (see Fig. 1.1). [24] As opposed to the primary

acoustic technologies known as bulk acoustic wave (BAW) [184,185] that considerably restrict

2



1. Introduction

Figure 1.1: The approximate number of publications on surface acoustic wave (SAW) for manipulation
in microfluidics over the recent years based on Google Scholar’s database (Keyword: surface acoustic
waves for manipulation in microfluidics).

the choice of excitation field, to that of the resonant modes of the fluid volume, SAW-driven

microfluidics make use of surface-bound localised energy that can be concentrated on any

section of the microfluidic system where they are required. [25] By retaining the benefit of

being highly versatile and flexible, SAW is emerging as a powerful tool for manipulation

in microfluidics. The newness of this technology, however, means that many advantages,

made feasible by SAW, are still waiting for full realisation.

1.2 Thesis Overview

The scope of this thesis has been to explore the physical principles that underline SAW-

driven systems with a focus on particle manipulation. In particular, the research in this

thesis aims to seek more in-depth understanding of SAW systems by breaking down the

common assumptions typically made in the present literature. The dissertation is presented

in six chapters; a thorough literature review is provided in chapter 2. The research in (i)

the effect of elevated frequencies in standing SAW systems (as opposed to the common

assumption of a << λSAW), (ii) the influence of diffractive patterns in travelling SAW

systems (as opposed to the common assumption that SAW propagate in a simple planar

fashion), and (iii) the role of size in behaviour of particles driven by travelling SAW (while
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taking into account the diffractive effects in TSAW systems) is presented in three separate

publications comprising chapters 3 to 5. The thesis concludes with a summary of the major

findings and potential future works in chapter 6.

1.2.1 Chapter 2 : Background, Theory and Fabrication

In Chapter 2, a detailed literature review is presented summarising the relevant background

theories, prospects and challenges of particle manipulation in microfluidics. Primarily, the

principles and scaling effects of microfluidics in the context of lab on a chip is discussed.

With a focus on particle manipulation performance, an overview of the LOC actuation

methodologies is presented, concluding that amongst several alternatives, SAW is particularly

appealing owing to the tremendous benefits it provides for manipulation in microfluidics.

Following this a historic review to acoustically driven microfluidic devices, particularly SAW,

along with underlying physics, applications and fabrication techniques are provided.

1.2.2 Chapter 3 : Virtual Membrane for Filtration of Particle

In Chapter 3 the influence of elevated frequencies in SAW-driven systems is explored.

This effect is realised by reducing the SAW half-wavelength to the dimension of particles

(λSAW ∼ 2DParticle), a capability that is hard, if at all possible, to exploit in bulk acoustic

waves (BAW) systems. In particular, a pair of opposing focused IDTs are used to generate a

highly localised standing field. In doing so, a tuneable and highly sensitive size-deterministic

filtration technique has been developed that allow for sorting of particles with diameter

differences of only 3 µm. Specifically, the filtration of 8 µm particles from 5 µm particles

and 10.36 µm particles from 7 µm and 5 µm particles are achieved at operation frequencies

of 258 MHz, 192.5 MHz, and 129.5 MHz respectively. The underlying mechanism of this

deterministic particle filtration system was established via numerical simulations, followed

by experimental validation.
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1.2.3 Chapter 4 : Diffraction Driven Mechanisms

Chapter 4 aims to seek an in-depth understanding of the effects which arise due to the

incidence of a travelling SAW through a microfluidic channel, an excitation mode which

cannot be realised with resonant BAW (which establish standing waves). In particular, this

work explores the influence of diffractive effects in such systems. In a typical TSAW-driven

system, SAW is often assumed to propagate in a simple planar fashion. However, the finite

realm of a microsystem substantially increases the significance of the diffractive effects. By

realising this, we have identified five distinct mechanisms within an individual system. These

include periodic particle patterning in two distinct directions; (i) orthogonal and (ii) parallel to

the TSAW propagation direction. The former results from diffractive effects on the substrate

surface, while the latter arises due to diffractive effects at the substrate/fluid intersection.

Furthermore, fluid swirling in two orthogonal planes driven by acoustic streaming; (iii) at the

peripheral region of the SAW beam, here termed peripheral streaming, and (iv) within the

extent of the beam, here termed lobe streaming. Finally, (v) particle migration away from the

SAW emanating source, the only particle manipulation effect discussed widely in the literature.

1.2.4 Chapter 5 : Size-dependant Behaviour of Particles

Chapter 5 builds off the mechanisms elucidated in chapter 4, here the impact of size as

a function of frequency and power on the outcome behaviour of particles in a travelling

SAW system is examined. Three distinct behaviours of particles have been identified; (i)

unidirectional migration away from the SAW emanating source, (ii) patterning in a spatially

periodic manner and, (iii) continuous swirling. Whilst the mono-directional migration and

acoustic streaming effects are widely discussed in the literature, patterning effects have

only recently been reported. As such, this study explores the size-dependent nature of

this effect and the influential factors involved.

1.2.5 Chapter 6 : Conclusion & Future Work

The final chapter summarizes the major contributions made to the SAW microfluidics by

the research presented in this thesis. Finally, suggestions and ideas for future studies

and possible applications are provided.
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This chapter aims to summarise the background theories,

prospects and challenges of manipulation in microfluidics.

The concept of lab on a chip (LOC) is introduced, several

techniques are discussed amongst which surface acoustic

wave (SAW) is explored in its potential as a promising tool

for a powerful manipulation.

2
Background, Theory & Fabrication

2.1 Lab on a Chip

The idea of shrinking the full laboratory set onto a small chip was proposed about two

decades ago and has been the dream of microfluidic researchers ever since. [26] This intriguing

concept entered the academic research following the development of “miniaturized total

chemical analysis systems (µTAS)” technologies in 1990, [27] and was termed lab on a chip

(LOC). LOCs are highly compact devices with the goal to replicate the ability of a full-scale

laboratory to perform analytical tasks on a significantly smaller scale platform. This is

achieved by substituting each step in a macro-scale process with a miniaturized functional

element that is far smaller than their room-size counterparts, all embodied on an integrated

and automated device. A typical LOC consists of paths for the transportation of fluid

(channels) and several functional elements including sensors, [28] valves, [29] mixers, [30, 31]

sorters, [32] and pumps. [33] Miniaturization and integration give rise to numerous benefits;

firstly, reducing the size result in favourable improvement of the scaling dependent parameters

that dictate fluid behaviour at the microscale. With a higher control over “molecular

concentrations and interactions” [34] error rates are highly minimized, while the sensitivity

of the system and accuracy of the results dramatically increases. By enabling parallelization

and automation, LOC technology substantially reduces the time required to complete the

analytical process. Furthermore, the low volume of sample and reagent requirements result in

significantly reduced wastage and cost. Realisation of these benefits has motivated scientists
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2. Background, Theory & Fabrication

Figure 2.1: An example of a compact, stand alone lab on a chip (LOC) device that is capable of
performing blood analysis without the need for any external connectors. Reproduced from [35] with
permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.

and researchers from a wide variety of fields including physics, chemistry, material, biomedical

and engineering to bring the dream of LOC to a practical reality. In particular, LOC

technologies retain tremendous potential to enhance biological diagnosis and detection for

point of care applications, (an example is shown in Fig. 2.1) specifically for infrastructure and

resource-poor areas. By developing a sophisticated technology that is portable, cheap and

simple to use, the need for a sophisticated laboratory and highly trained staff is eliminated

and diagnosis is possible anywhere in the world.

Ever since the modern inception of LOC, around 1990, the use of the technology

has been rapidly expanded and a few devices have already been commercialized. For

example, “Biosite Incorporated” was one of the first companies that commercialized a data-

acquisition technology offering the ability to diagnose whether or not the patient had suffered

a heart attack. [36] Furthermore, the new developments in employing LOC for analytical

chemistry, [37–40] synthesizing new material, [41] cell culture, [42] genomic research, [13,43–45]

pharmaceutical drug development, [46–48] and environmental monitoring [49–52] are only

a few examples amongst many.

Manipulation of fluid and suspended objects is considered one of the fundamental tasks

allocated to the LOC technologies. Over the past few years, numerous solutions have been

provided by the researchers to enhance the performance of the on-chip manipulation. However,
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even the state-of-the-art methods require further improvements to more fully realise and

exploit the benefits promised by the LOC technologies. In this section, the underlying

concepts of LOC paradigm are discussed, with attention later on given to the actuation

methods, particularly the surface acoustic wave that has the potential to tackle the issues

preventing widespread use of the LOC technologies.

2.1.1 Scaling Effects

The greatest potential of microfluidics, in particular LOC, lies in the new opportunities being

made possible by the use of fascinating physical phenomena that dominate fluid behaviour

at the microscale. As a result of shrinking the system and working with small volumes

(10−9 to 10−18 litres) of fluid; (i) the ratio of the surface area to volume increases by several

orders of magnitude, [5] (ii) the influence of boundary effects become significant, [53] and

(iii) the use of near-field forces (i.e. electrical, magnetic, optical and acoustics) become

possible. This allows for the use of certain favourable effects and mechanisms that are

not accessible to the macroscale platform. [54–56] Furthermore, the ability to operate on

the length scales comparable to the analyte (i.e. cells and biomolecules) have made this

field increasingly important for manipulation. [55, 56]

The primary goal of LOC, to replicate the capability of a full-scale laboratory, is only

possible by realising the significance of the scaling effects. The physics that govern the

macroscale world can no longer be considered suitable to predict the behaviour of fluid

at the microscales. For example, the relative importance of gravitational forces at the

microscales is greatly reduced, often considered negligible, compared to their dominance at

the macroscales. The equilibria in microscales are instead dominated by surface forces such as

capillary, adhesion and wetting. [53] Additionally, forces such as near-field electrical, [57] and

optical [58] are sufficient to manipulate objects at small length scales, whereas the inherent

attenuation in the far-field renders them impractical at macroscales.

To establish a fundamental understanding of the governing physics at the microscale,

the idea of scaling laws was introduced by Galileo Galilei in 1638 [59] and further expanded

by Thompson in 1942. [60] The scaling laws are basic statements indicating how dependant
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2. Background, Theory & Fabrication

Physcical Quantity Scaling Law

Intermolecular Van der Waals Force L−7

Density of Van der Waals Forces between interfaces L−3

Time L0

Capillary Forces L1

Distance L1

Flow Velocity L1

Thermal power transferred by conduction L1

Electrostatic Force L2

Diffusion time L2

Volume L3

Mass L3

Gravitational Force L3

Electrical Motive Power L3

Magnetic force with an exterior field L3

Magnetic force without an exterior field L4

Centrifugal Force L4

Table 2.1: Scaling laws of various physical quantities. [53]

variables scale with the independent variables. By benefiting from the dimensional analysis,

they determine the modification of physical quantities as the size of the system varies,

typically defined based on a characteristic length (L). The use of scaling laws is beneficial

in understanding, designing and analysing microfluidic devices. A range of scaling laws

for various physical quantities are expressed in Table 2.1. [53] Particle manipulation in

microfluidic systems often involves transfer of the particle to a specific location controlled by

an externally applied force (e.g. magnetic, electrical, optical and acoustic). In a continuous

flow system, for instance, the force typically controls particle transfer between the flow streams.

By choosing the particle’s diameter as the length scale, the scaling laws can determine the

right choice for the appropriate force and the channel dimensions required for an efficient

manipulation (further explanation is provided in section 2.2.2).

In a given microsystem, several different physical phenomena play a role. This necessitates

the use of dimensionless numbers to express the relative importance of these phenomena and

determine the essential fluid physics of the system. The development of a microfluidic system

for precise manipulation requires designing the system in a way to exploit the desirable

phenomena while minimizing the undesired ones. This often includes using a range of

passive and active methods (as will be discussed in section 2.2) to achieve controllable
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manipulation. [61] The need for a variety of manipulation techniques arises by the difference

in the length scale, L, whereby different forces are dominant for different L values as shown

previously. Here, we look at a series of dimensionless numbers dictating the dominant

phenomena at different characteristic length scales.

Reynolds number

The Reynold’s number, Re, is considered one of the most fundamental dimensionless numbers

in fluid physics that relates the inertial forces to viscous forces given by,

Re = ρUL

η
(2.1)

where ρ, U and η are the fluid density, characteristic velocity, and the fluid viscosity

respectively. As a result of reducing the length scale, L, fluid behaviour in microfluidic

systems is significantly influenced by viscous forces rather than inertia. This effect results

in a very low Re (Re ∼ 1) permitting the fluid to flow predominantly within the laminar

regime, whereby hydrodynamic instabilities are minimized and fluid behaviour is highly

predictable. (Fig. 2.2 (a) & (b))

Weber number

In a multi-phase fluid flow, the Weber number, We, is used to characterise the interfacial

effects. It essentially relates the inertial forces to the surface tension forces as given by,

We = ρU2L

γ
(2.2)

where γ indicates the fluid surface tension of the interface. The value of Weber number

retains a particular importance in the formation of droplets and emulsions (droplet within

droplets). [62] (Fig. 2.2 (c) - (h))
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Péclet number

The Peclet number, Pe, reflects the relative importance of convection compared to diffusion

given by,

Pe = UL

D
(2.3)

where D is the diffusion constant. In microfluidics, the laminar flow prevents trans-

port of the solute by convective bulk flow such that mixing is mainly driven by diffu-

sion (Fig. 2.2 (d) & (g)).

Capillary number

The Capillary numbe, Ca, is the most important surface tension phenomenon that relates

viscous forces to the surface tension defined as,

Ca = ηU

γ
(2.4)

where, η, U and γ indicate the fluid viscosity, characteristic velocity and the fluid surface

tension respectively. Whilst the Capillary number is independent of the length scale, it becomes

more significant as a system’s size reduces. The value corresponding to Ca can be adjusted to

precisely control the generation, break-up and coalescence of droplets. [5] (Fig. 2.2 (f) & (g))

The reduced dimensions along with the long-range nature of viscous flows in microfluidic

systems tend to yield small Re and Pe numbers, preventing the mixing that inherently occurs

by advection in turbulent flows (Fig. 2.2 (a)). This is desirable in most of the microsystems

to retain the analytes spatially separated in the channel for practical interest. [69] However,

the ability of microsystems to perform mixing highly relies on diffusion gradients to draw fluid

dispersion (Fig. 2.2 (b) & (g)). Controllable laminar mixing in a temporal and spatial manner

is broadly achieved by introducing a steady flow in a microchannel, where the increased

surface area between layers of various fluid species enhance the diffusive transport of the

species and promote rapid mixing. By using this concept, numerous techniques have been

developed to overcome the large viscous forces and achieve mixing. [70, 71] A highly effective
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Figure 2.2: Reduced dimensions of microscale devices give rise to a range of phenomena of which a few
examples are illustrated. (a) Fluid (here, fluorescein (green) fluid and rhodamine B (red) fluid ) flow in
laminar regime due to low Reynolds number, wherein mixing is minimised. Reproduced from [63] with
permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry. (b) An example of a micromixer, where a specific
device architecture is used to increase the diffusion rate and achieve mixing. Reproduced from [64]
with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry. (c-h) Shrinking the size highly increases the
significance of surface forces. Benefiting from this, a range of droplet sizes in a precisely controllable
manner can be generated. (c-e) Cell-laden hydrogel microcapsules in aqueous solution, Reproduced
from [65] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry. (f) & (h) Various monodisperse
multiple emulsions containing a controlled number of inner and middle droplets, W/O/W/O (W:water,
O:oil) using a capillary microfluidic device. (f) Reproduced from [66] with permission from Wiley
Online Library. (h) Reproduced from [67] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry. (g)
Rapid mixing in moving plugs using a particular architecture of microfluidic channel. Reproduced
from [68], with permission of API publishing.

method makes use of the acoustic streaming mechanism (section 2.3.2) to induce a localised

powerful flow and effectively enhance the mixing abilities of the system. [72]

In microfluidics, the inherent large ratio of surface area to volume allows for the availability

of more interfaces, thus more efficient transfer of mass and energy. [5] The dominance of

interfacial forces along with the high energy coupling by the use of a locally applied external

force, lead to a wide range of possibilities such as generation and handling of fluid droplets

on the order of picoliter and femtoliter [73–75] (Fig. 2.2 (c) - (h)). By realising the benefits

of microscale phenomena, manipulation can be achieved with an excellent precision and

exceptionally high resolution that is impossible to achieve at the macroscales.

2.1.2 Manipulation in Microfluidics

Manipulation of particles and cells is fundamental to tasks such as sorting, concentration and

patterning. The ability to concentrate cells of interest directly from their host medium, to sort
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cells into distinct populations and to pattern cells in defined spatially separated positions are

all vital functions in a range of biomedical applications. Haematology diagnostic procedures,

for example, often require concentration of blood cells from plasma. [76,77] In a laboratory

setting a centrifugal system performs this task, however, the use of a similar procedure

in microsystems is not practical due to the dominance of different physical phenomena at

microscales. A range of alternative methods are employed for use in microfluidics as will be

discussed in section 2.2. The growing tendency towards on-chip manipulation, though, comes

from a prospect that microsystem manipulators offer new opportunities for a substantially

higher precision, sensitivity and resolution, relative to that achievable at the laboratory

setting. In cancer screening, for instance, sorting of circulating tumour cells from the whole

blood is a powerful tool for early diagnosis. [78] The rarity of cancer cells necessitates the use

of a highly sensitive and high-resolution technique, where loss of even a single cell lead to

considerable inaccuracies of the outcome results. [79] By retaining the ability to manipulate

on the scale of the individual cell, microfluidics offer the best tool for such applications.

Trapping and patterning of cells within determined locations in microfluidics enables

observation of single cell behaviour, [80] study of cell-cell interactions, [81] drug development,

[82] and bioprinting. [83–85] Prolonged observation of heterogeneous cellular development

and the analysis of their parameters at the level of the individual cell and in response to

their local surrounding environment, is of great importance in biological and pharmaceutical

researches. [86] In the field of neurology, for instance, the properties of cells (e.g. collection

of proteins) differ from one another. The fact that these cells cannot be cultured clearly

highlights the significance of the single-cell approach. [53]

In blood diagnosis procedures, high specificity in manipulation is a vital factor, where

the difference in the intrinsic properties of healthy and diseased cells are often very small.

Relative to the healthy red blood cell, cancerous cells are slightly stiffer and only a few

microns larger, [78] the malaria-infected cells are slightly denser, more rigid and have higher

permeability. [87, 88] This phenomenon is also applicable to infectious diseases, where the

size of a virus is smaller than a cell by several order of magnitudes. [89]
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In microsystems, cells with different properties are acted upon differently by externally

applied forces (e.g. acoustics, optical, magnetic, or electrical), channel conditions and physical

features (e.g. pillars or weirs). As such different on-chip manipulation techniques have been de-

veloped depending on the nature of the intended application, as will be discussed subsequently.

2.2 Actuation Methods

The on-demand manipulation of particles, cells and droplets in LOC systems require the

exploitation of the favourable characteristics of microscale phenomena by the use of specific

microchannel physical features and externally applied force gradients. The key challenge

is to overcome the substantial surface and viscous forces that resist fluid and suspended

particles motion at microscales. To date, several techniques have been developed that are

generally classified into passive (section 2.2.1) and active (section 2.2.2) methods based on

the nature of the force employed for manipulation. With each technique providing certain

benefits and limitations, there is a range of applications for which they are well suited. The

key factors for an appropriate choice of the suitable technique include the force strength and

localization ability, straightforward integration in the chip, system’s versatility and tunability,

biocompatibility, throughput requirements and economic aspects such as cost and disposability.

2.2.1 Passive Systems

Passive manipulation is enabled by specifically designing the channel geometries and structure

to exploit hydrodynamic forces and manipulate particles based on their physical parameters

(i.e. size, shape and deformability). Passive systems highly rely on laminar flow regime and the

use of Dean flow to manipulate the steady-state equilibrium position of the particles. Several

passive techniques have been developed to perform mixing, [90–92] concentration, [93,94] and

separation. [95,96] Pinched flow fractionation (PFF) (Fig. 2.3 (a) & (e)), for instance, is a

passive sorting system with a specific channel architecture consisting of two segments; (i) The

pinched part yields a focused flow of particles, each following the streamline that passes through

their centre of mass. (ii) The broadened part allows for the spreading of streamlines, where

particle trajectories are directed towards various outlet branches. [69] The sorting efficiency

of the conventional PFF systems can be highly enhanced by applying particular alterations
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Figure 2.3: Passive Manipulation techniques are shown here. (a) A pinched flow fractionation
(PFF), Reprinted from [101] © 2010 Optical Society of America. (b) A semi-spiral passive system
that benefits from the combination of long loops and sharp corners to isolate circulating tumor cells,
Reprinted from [102] with permission from Elsevier. (c) A passive system using asymmetrically
curved channels to focus the flow stream. Reprinted with permission from [93]. Copyright 2010,
American Chemical Society. (d) A contraction-expansion structure applied to the pinched section
of (e) a PFF device to better position particles to the desired streams. (d) & (e) Reprinted with
permission from [99]. Copyright 2009, American Chemical Society. (f) SEM micrographs of pillar, and
(i) weir structure, Reprinted from [103] with permission from Elsevier. (g) An schematic illustration
of diterministic lateral displacement (DLD) system and (h) SEM micrographs representing the details
of pillar structures. Reprinted from [95]. Copyright 2006, National Academy of Sciences.

to the channel configuration; by breaking the symmetry of outlet branches (AsPFF), [97]

making use of a curved broadened segment, [98] and adding contraction-expansion structure

(Fig. 2.3 (c) & (d)) to the pinched microchannel. [99, 100]

In alternative approaches, passive sorting is achieved using field flow fractionation (FFF),

[104] adhesion based methods, [105] hydrodynamic filtration, [106,107] and spiral systems

[108, 109] (Fig. 2.3 (b)) Introducing physical obstructions such as pillars, [110, 111] (Fig.

2.3 (f) & (g)) and weirs [103] (Fig. 2.3 (i)) assist with translating particles in the desired

direction. Deterministic lateral displacement (DLD) (Fig. 2.3 (g)), for instance, is an efficient

sorting technique that employs this concept, wherein a particular arrangement of cylindrical

pillars throughout the channel facilitate particle separation based on size. [95,112,113] With a

simple and cheap implementation, high throughput and biocompatibility passive systems are

considered a popular choice. However, generation of a force gradient for efficient manipulation

requires very small channel features close to the dimensions of micro-objects. This often
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results in blockage of the channel, thus failure of the system. Another major drawback of

passive systems is their lack of flexibility, tunability and thus robustness.

2.2.2 Active Systems

In active systems, typically a force field relevant on the micro-scale is externally applied to

manipulation particles on demand. These include magnetic, optical, electrical (an example

of each is shown in Fig. 2.4) and acoustic force fields. Benefiting from the near-field

effects, these forces are applicable to microsystems whilst in macro scales their magnitude

drop across larger length scales due to the inherent attenuation of the force field. Active

techniques are easily adaptable and offer relatively higher efficiency, power, tunability and

throughput compared to passive systems.

Magnetic

The magnetic manipulation of particles and cells require a high gradient magnetic field

generated by the use of a permanent magnet. The resultant magnetophoretic force affects

the inherent or induced paramagnetic species enabling a highly sensitive and specific sorting

technique. [114, 115] Magnetic sorting is mainly based on size and magnetic susceptibility,

where the cells of interest have intrinsic magnetic properties in nature or tagged by magnetic

labels. [116,117] In breast cancer screening, for example, the separation of the cancer cells

from the peripheral blood has been reported based on their intrinsic electrophysiological

characteristics without any magnetic labelling. [118] In another example, the isolation of

malaria-infected red blood cells from the blood sample is presented in the dialysis-like

treatments. [119] On-chip magnetic actuation is a simple, inexpensive, sensitive and highly

selective particle manipulation technique used for applications such as purification processes

and immunoassays, [120–122] nucleic acid processing and detection, [123–125] catalysis, [126]

and droplet handling [127] to name a few. The applications, however, are only limited to

the magnetic species or when labelling is an acceptable cost.
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Dielectrophoresis

When electrically neutral particles are placed in a spatially non-homogeneous electric field, they

become polarized and experience a lateral force, termed dielectrophoresis (DEP). [128,129] As

a result, particles are translated towards strong or weak regions of the field depending on the

relative amplitude of particle and medium permittivities (Fig. 2.4 (c)). The use of alternating

(AC) fields highly promotes the versatility of the DEF system. [17] By manipulating based

on particle’s intrinsic properties (i.e. size and dielectric), DEP actuated systems have

been broadly used for electrically controlled trapping, [130, 131] concentration, [129, 132]

fractionation, [133] and characterization [134] of particles and biological cells. The main

drawback of DEP is the high voltage requirement that reduces operation efficiency of

the system and leads to considerable local heating, proposing potential damage to the

suspended cells and biological species.

Optical

Optical actuation, typically known as optical tweezers, makes use of an intense light (laser)

beam for a non-contact manipulation of submicron particles ranging from 10s of nm to 10s of

µm. [135] By operating at the immediate near-field, optical tweezers are potentially capable

of manipulating individual bacteria, viruses, and molecules, [136] as such are considered a

powerful tool in molecular biology, [137] biochemistry, [138] and biophysics. [139] Optical

manipulation is made possible by creating a large gradient in light intensity (see Fig. 2.4 (b))

using a high-numerical aperture microscope objective. By adjusting the light wavelength and

power, particles in suspension are attracted towards the position with the highest intensity

(stable trapping positions) in the focused light beam. [20] Besides exceptionally high spatial

resolution, optical tweezers offer high specificity, high speed and high responsiveness. However,

the high intensity of the laser beam considerably damages the cells and causes photobleaching.

Furthermore, the complicated and sensitive setup required for optical manipulation pose

drawbacks that reduce the practicality of the method for microfluidic applications.
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Figure 2.4: Schematic illustration of active systems. (a) Levitation of particles using magnetic forces.
(ii) Particles are stably levitated in the absence of the magnetic field. (i) & (iii) Once the magnetic field
is applied particles are attracted to the different positions depending on the orientation of the applied
field shown with blue arrows. Reprinted from [140] Copyright 2005 National Academy of Sciences. (b)
Optical tweezers make use of a highly focused light to manipulate particles. The intensity gradient
in the light beam, attract small objects towards the focal point. In turn, the radiation pressure act
to push them down along the optical axes. The dominance of gradient force tend to trap particles
in the focal point. Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature. Nature [141] copyright 2003. (c)
Manipulation by dielectrophoresis (DEP) force is illustrated. When neutral cells are placed in a
nonuniform electrical field, they are polarized and attracted to either (i) low strength (away from
the electrodes) or (ii) high strength part of the field (near the electrodes) depending on the field.
Reprinted with permission from [142]. Copyright 2017, Elsevier. (C-iii) The schematic of a DEP
cell-manipulator unit. Reproduced from [143] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.

Acoustics

Acoustic actuation offers remarkable benefits for particle manipulation purposes and has

been used as the preferred method in this thesis. A detailed literature review, along with the

underlying principles and the use of acoustics is provided in the subsequent section.

The sensitivity and resolution of each technique depend on the response of particles to

the applied force based on their properties. Furthermore, the type and scaling of the forces

(that differs in each method) determine what type of species the method can be applied to.

In passive systems, hydrodynamic forces scale with the particle’s radius and density. [144]

The magnetic and dielectrophoretic forces are proportional to the radius cubed, [17, 145]

(F ∝ r3) whilst in the case of optical tweezers and acoustic forces, this relationship is either

to the third power [146] (F ∝ r3 for standing wave field) or the sixth power [147, 148]

(F ∝ r6 in case of travelling optical/acoustic wave force). Compared to the other force fields,

magnetic forces are relatively weak, though non-contact and biocompatible to retain the
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viability of the cells over time. Optical tweezers are viable for very small microfluidic species

(submicron/nano), however, can be damaging to biological samples. DEP forces are strong

at the immediate vicinity of an electrode, though their strength drops off rapidly at the

increasing distance from the electrode. Similar to optical tweezers, DEP actuated systems

suffer from biocompatibility issues. By providing strong forces whilst being non-contact and

bio-compatible, acoustic forces are an excellent alternative and have emerged as a powerful

tool for manipulation, thus are the focus of this thesis. As opposed to the magnetic methods,

where manipulation mainly relies on magnetic properties, acoustics retain the ability to

manipulate particles purely based on their intrinsic mechanical properties (i.e. shape, size and

density). Acoustically actuated microfluidic devices are studied in the field of acoustofluidics

and are discussed with more details in section 2.3.

2.3 Acoustofluidics

The propagation of sound waves through a medium (e.g. fluid or gas), has found a unique place

in modern research, for a powerful, yet gentle manipulation of fluid and the microfluidic species

(e.g. particle, cell and droplets) in suspension. The non-contact, non-invasive, biocompatible,

and straightforward microfluidic integration nature of the acoustic actuation have rendered

them an attractive manipulation method, particularly for biologically oriented systems.

[149,150] Sound waves are generally described as mechanical pressure waves propagating with

a certain length (frequency) and amplitude (pressure level) in two main modes; transverse

(shear) and longitudinal, whereby the motion of medium is orthogonal and parallel to the

propagation direction, respectively. [151] Waves at the frequency range of (20 Hz to 20 kHz)

are audible to humans, beyond this range acoustic waves are classified as ultrasonic (20

kHz to 10 MHz). For many decades, ultrasonics have been implemented in a variety of

engineering applications including sound navigation systems (SONAR), [152] non-destructive

testing, [153] ultrasonic cleaning, [154] medical instrumentation, [155] and sonography. [156]

The study of acoustic waves dates back to the 18th century. Most of the contemporary

acoustic concepts stem from fundamental work performed many years ago, such as that on

acoustic streaming by Rayleigh, [157] and vibration-induced surface waves observations by
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Faraday, [158,159] both performed in the mid-19th Century. However, the widespread use

of acoustic waves, particularly those at frequencies in the ultrasonic range, for applications

spanning a diverse range of disciplines appeared at the close of the 20th century. [160]

The overlap of acoustic and microfluidics occurred in the 1960s, [161, 162] initially for

the development of sensor technologies and gave rise to a new field of research, known

today as “Acoustofluidics”.

Acoustofluidics is a research field devoted to the study of acoustically actuated microfluidic

systems, wherein the acoustic forces control the motion of the fluid itself or fluid-suspended

objects (e.g. particles, biomolecules and cells) that respond to the force field based on their

inherent mechanical properties (i.e. size, shape, density and compressibility). Acoustic force

fields are highly versatile, with a wide range of use in mixing, concentration, sorting, filtration,

pumping, and droplet production. Acoustically driven systems are simple in practice, yet com-

plex in analysis. Designing effective systems to achieve the desired outcome, requires in-depth

understanding of the acoustic forces and the underlying mechanisms that give rise to them.

Particles, cells and droplets suspended in an acoustic field are subjected to three steady-

state forces; acoustic radiation forces, [146, 148] acoustic streaming induced drag forces,

[163,164] and Bjerknes forces. [165,166] The first two will be discussed in details, while the

latter force will be covered very briefly as it does not play an integral role in the methods

employed within the systems discussed in this thesis.

2.3.1 Acoustic Radiation Forces

Introducing vibration to a fluid medium lead to the formation of a pressure field. The presence

of a particle within this vibrating medium gives rise to three distinct inter-related scenarios;

firstly, interaction of the incident acoustic wave with the particle; secondly, scattering of the

wave from the particle; lastly, transmission of the wave into the particle. Depending on the

particle’s mechanical properties (i.e. size, shape, density and compressibility), these scenarios

influence the pressure field. This interactions with the sound wave yield a net resultant force,

known as acoustic radiation force (ARF), arise and act directly on the particle.
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The derivation of radiation force relies on applying the perturbation theory to obtain the

second-order governing equations based on the first-order pressure and velocity fluctuations.

By assuming a very small perturbation parameter, ε to allow neglecting of the higher order

terms; the pressure, P , velocity, v, and density, ρ fields can be expanded as, [167]

P = P0 + εP1 + ε2P2 (2.5a)

ρ = ρ0 + ερ1 + ε2ρ2 (2.5b)

v = v0 + εv1 + ε2v2 (2.5c)

where, subscripts 0, 1 and 2 denote the order of the expression (i.e. initial, first and

second-order). ε indicates perturbation parameter. P1 = ρ1c
2
0 is given by the (isentropic)

derivative c2
0 = (∂P/∂ρ)s.

We assume time-harmonic fields,

P1 = P1(x)eiωt (2.6a)

ρ1 = ρ1(x)eiωt (2.6b)

v1 = v1(x)eiωt (2.6c)

The relative slowness of the particle motion compared to the micron second time scale

of the imposed high-frequency acoustic wave (in the order of kHz to MHz), means that

particles respond to the time-averaged field. Thus, the radiation force averaged over a

full oscillation cycle is considered,

〈X〉 = 1
Tosc

∫ Tosc

0
X(t)dTosc (2.7)

where, Tosc represents the period of oscillation and t is time.

The excited vibrations are harmonic oscillations, thus, the first order pressure and

velocity terms time-average to zero, while the second-order time-averaged terms have a
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non-zero magnitude. Now we consider the continuity and Navier-Stokes equations for

density and velocity fields, respectively,

∂ρ

∂t
= −∇.(ρv) (2.8a)

ρ
∂v
∂t

= −∇P − ρ(v.∇)v + η∇2v +
[
η′ +

(4
3

)
η

]
∇(∇.v) (2.8b)

where η and η′ represents the shear and bulk viscosity coefficient for the fluid respectively.

By operating far from the walls, we can assume inviscid conditions and therefore neglect the

viscosity in the fluid (η ≈ 0). Implementation of the perturbation theory (Eqn. 2.5) and

P1 = ρ1c
2
0 alongside the governing equations yields the first-order terms,

∂ρ1
∂t

= −ρ0∇.v1 (2.9a)

ρ0
∂v1
∂t

= −c2
0∇ρ1 (2.9b)

And the time-averaged second-order terms,

∇〈ρ1v1〉 = −ρ0∇.〈v2〉 (2.10a)

〈ρ1
∂v1
∂t
〉+ ρ0〈(v1.∇)v1〉 = −∇〈P2〉 (2.10b)

Finally, to get the time-averaged second-order pressure equation in terms of P1 and v1,

we use Eqn. 2.9b and Eqn. 2.10b,

〈P2〉 = 1
2ρ0c2

0
〈P 2

1 〉 −
1
2ρ0〈v2

1〉 (2.11)

The integration of the second-order pressure field over the surface of spherical particle

(denoted by S(t), with the initial value of S0) yields the acoustic radiation force exerted

on the compressible particle suspended in an inviscid fluid.

Frad =
∫

S(t)
〈P2〉(−n)dS (2.12)

The particle’s surface experience slight translation and deformation caused by the applied

force, thus it is considered to be a function of time. To compensate for the error caused by

the surface’s fluctuation, a convective momentum flux term is added. [168]
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Frad =
∫

S0
〈P2〉(−n)dS −

∫
S0
ρ〈(vn).v〉dS (2.13)

By substituting Eqn. 2.11 we arrive at,

Frad = 1
2ρ0

∫
S0

[〈v2
1〉 −

1
ρ2

0c
2 〈P

2
1 〉]ndS − ρ0

∫
S0
〈(n.v1)v1〉dS (2.14)

This expression was used to numerically model the system explained in chapter 3, wherein

the half wavelength of the acoustic field approach particles dimensions (λSAW ∼ 2D). In a

scenario where the particle size is far smaller than the wavelength (λSAW � D), the expression

for the time-averaged acoustic radiation force in a viscous fluid is given by, [169]

Frad = −πa3
[2κ0

3 R [f∗1P ∗1∇P1]− ρ0R [f∗2 v∗1 · ∇v1]
]

(2.15a)

The asterisk indicates complex conjugates and R[] the real part. Factors f1 and f2 are given by,

f1 = 1− κp

κ0
(2.15b)

and

f2 = 2(1− γ)(ρp − ρ0)
2ρp + ρ0(1− 3γ) (2.15c)

where,

γ = −3
2
[
1 + i

(
1 + δ̃v

)]
δ̃v (2.15d)

δ̃v =
√

2η
a
√
ωρ0

(2.15e)

where κ0 = 1/(ρ0c
2
0) and κp denote the compressibility of the liquid and particle respectively,

ρp represent density of the particles, η is the shear viscosity coefficient of the fluid, ω is

the angular frequency of excitation and δv indicate the boundary layer. In chapter 4 and

chapter 5, we make use of this expression to numerically predict the behaviour of particles

suspended in a fluid exposed to a travelling surface acoustic wave.
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A particle suspended in a second-order time-averaged standing pressure field (〈P2〉) is

forced to move towards either local pressure nodal (i.e. 〈P2〉 is minimum) or antinodal (i.e.

〈P2〉 is maximum) regions, depending on a parameter, termed acoustic factor, [170] Φ

Φ = 1
3f1 + 1

2f2

= 1
3

[
5ρp − 2ρf

2ρp + ρf
− κp

κf

] (2.16)

where, ρ and κ represent density and wave number with subscripts P and f denoting

particle and fluid, respectively. As such, a positive or negative values of Φ direct the particle

towards pressure node or antinode, respectively.

2.3.2 Acoustic Streaming induced Drag Forces

The propagation of acoustic waves through a viscous fluid medium induce a second-order

nonlinear body force which acts on the fluid in the direction of the wave propagation. As

a result, a net flow, termed acoustic streaming, is produced that tends to promote steady

vortices. This mechanism fundamentally arises due to two phenomena. Firstly, the attenuation

of acoustic beam as it propagates through the medium (i.e. liquid or gas) generate velocity

gradient, such that the velocity amplitude decreases along the propagation direction. When

time-averaged, this insert a net force to the fluid and therefore a net flow. In literature, this

phenomenon is assumed a common occurrence in SAW actuated devices. [171] The second

phenomenon arises due to viscous effects at the limits of the fluid volume. Conforming

to the no-slip condition on the wall, the medium within the viscous boundary layer δv,

represented in Eqn. 2.15e is forced to vibrate rotationally. This leads to the formation

of a primary streaming vortex that is largely confined to this layer (as shown in Fig. 2.5

(a) and 2.5 (b)). The fluid outside of the boundary layer vibrates irrationally, though,

the streaming in the layer offer sufficient force strength to drive acoustic streaming across

the bulk medium. [170] (see Fig. 2.5 (c))

The ability of acoustic waves to exert momentum flux on the medium through which

they are propagating was first observed by Lord Rayleigh. [157] Since then, it has been

successfully employed for the rapid fluid mixing, [175,176] pumping, [177,178] and particle
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Figure 2.5: (a) Schematic illustrating the streaming arisen due to viscous effects at the limits of
the fluid volume. Reproduced from [172] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry. (b)
The cross-sectional view of the streaming within a microfluidic channel. Reproduced from [173] with
permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry. (c) Streaming vortices formed in a bulk fluid by an
oscillating cylinder in the centre. Reproduced from [172] with permission from The Royal Society of
Chemistry. (d) Streaming within a microfluidic channel generated by surface acoustic waves (SAW),
here is used for size-based sorting of particles. Scale bar is 200 µm. Reproduced from [174] with
permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.

concentration, [179–181] (Fig. 2.5 (d)) though there have also been significant efforts to

suppress the streaming effects in acoustically-driven devices, as it can be disruptive to

manipulation processes. [182]

To drive the expression of the driving force, we start from the continuity and Navier-

Stokes equations for a compressible fluid,

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρv) = 0 (2.17a)

ρ

(
∂v
∂t

+ v · ∇v
)

= −∇p+ η∇2v +
[
η′ +

(4
3

)
η

]
∇(∇.v) (2.17b)

The combination of Eqn. 2.17a and the LHS of Eqn. 2.17b, equated to a body force (F ) yields,

F = ∂(ρv)
∂t

+ ρ(v.∇)v + v∇.ρv (2.18)
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By time-averaging the body force we arrive at,

〈F〉 = 〈ρ(v.∇)v + v∇.ρv〉 (2.19)

The use of perturbation expansion theory (Eqn. 2.5) as previously yields the time-averaged

second-order equations as,

〈F〉 = ρ0〈(v1 · ∇) v1 + v1∇ · v1〉 (2.20a)

〈F〉 = −∇〈P2〉+
[
η′ +

(4
3

)
η

]
∇(∇ · v2) + η∇2v2 (2.20b)

Equation 2.20a and Equation 2.20b express the driving force of the acoustic streaming,

whereby the second-order steady state velocity field v2, known as streaming velocity, can

be evaluated based on first-order velocity, v1, and pressure fields, P1.

The fluid-suspended particles with an initial velocity of vp experience a drag force induced

by the streaming velocity field, given by the Stokes drag equation,

Fdrag = 6πηa(v2 − vp) (2.21)

where η indicates the fluid viscosity and a is the particle radius.

2.3.3 Bjerknes Forces

Bjerknes forces cause the mutual attraction or repulsion between individual particles or

bubbles upon which the primary sound field is acting. [165] Scattering of the incident acoustic

field off a particle alters the acoustic field experienced by nearby neighbouring particles.

This interaction of one particle with the scattered wave of another gives rise to an inter-

particle/bubble force termed Bjerknes forces. The strength of the Bjerknes force depends

on the separation of the particles, as well as the ratio of size and acoustic wavelength,

such that, the effect of these forces becomes increasingly significant as the particle size

approaches the wavelength (λSAW ∼ D). [183]
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2.4 Acoustic Excitation Methods

Acoustically driven microfluidic systems are mainly actuated using either bulk acoustic

waves (section 2.4.1) or surface acoustic waves (section 2.4.2). These actuation methods

fundamentally differ by the nature of their fluid-coupling mechanism. The bulk waves are

excited across the fluid volume through resonating the entire microfluidic channel, whilst

SAW is substrate-bound prior to coupling into the contacting fluid, thus can be readily

oriented and localized, independent of channel boundaries. The use of each particular

method offers specific advantages and limitations rendering them suitable for different

applications as will be discussed in this section.

2.4.1 Bulk Acoustic Waves

In a typical BAW device (shown in Fig. 2.6), a piezoelectric transducer adhered to the

fluid-filled channel is employed to generate vibrations within the system. By choice of an

appropriate frequency to match the resonance criteria, acoustic waves are coupled to and

resonate the fluid volume. Essentially, fluid is contained in a glass or silicon channel, highly

reflective materials that assist with the formation of a standing field as the propagating and

reflected bulk waves interfere. The channel’s geometry, in particular the dimensions parallel

to the wave propagation direction, have a significant influence on the performance of the

system and formation of the desired standing field. To establish a resonant mode, the channels

characteristic length should be designed to be multiple of half-wavelength [184] (see Fig. 2.6

(c)) As such the development of spatially one-dimensional, [185] and two-dimensional [186,187]

standing fields require specific design of the system and appropriate choice of the channel width

for 1D, and both width and length for 2D fields. The resultant acoustic radiation force, here,

push suspended particles to the plains of either the pressure antinodes or nodes [188] (Fig. 2.6

(a) & (c)) depending on their acoustic contrast factor, Φ, (Eqn. 2.16) as discussed previously.

This actuation mechanism has been used in a wide range of manipulation applications;

particle concentration, [190] separation, [191] and clustering in distinct lines, [185, 192] grids,

[186] and complex patterns. [21,193] The main limitation of BAW systems is that the pressure

field is restricted to the resonant modes of the fluid medium. BAW devices typically operate at
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b ca

Figure 2.6: (a) Cross-sectional schematic of a standing acoustic field excited by a λacoustics/2
wavelength in a bulk acoustic wave (BAW) device depicting concentration of red blood cells in the
pressure node. (b) A BAW device used for for plasma separation. (a) & (b) are reprinted with
permission from [189]. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society. (c) Schematic of a BAW system
and its working principle to manipulate particles. [184] - Published by The Royal Society of Chemistry.

kilohertz (kHz) to low megahertz (MHz) order frequencies which correspond to the wavelength

of millimetre order. This length is several order of magnitude larger than the liquid-suspended

objects (i.e. particles, cells and biomolecules), allowing for simultaneously positioning several

clusters of particles in distinct locations, though, reducing the effectiveness and precision of

manipulation on the order of individual particles. Furthermore, chip-integration of BAW

systems may pose undesired effects on the other processes, demanding the need for a more

lab on a chip compatible actuation technique. [160] As such, in our work, we have realised the

advantages of SAW-driven systems to facilitate manipulation at a much finer length scale.

2.4.2 Surface Acoustic Waves

The phenomenon of wave propagation along the substrate surface was first reported by

Lord Rayleigh in 1885. [163] In the following years, SAW continued to be the subject of

several theoretical investigations, though their use in small scale applications had to wait for

the availability of microfabrication technologies. The key technological advance to draw a

surge of activity in the field of SAW was the invention of interdigitated transducers (IDT).

However, the development of lithium tantalate (LT) and lithium niobate (LN) materials,

serving as highly effective piezoelectric substrates for SAW, in the late 1960’s played an

important role in achieving the current advances. [162,194] The initial widespread use of SAW

was in telecommunication industry, [195] particularly for high-frequency signal processing,

serving as bandpass filters and duplexers for radio frequency (RF) devices. [196] To date,
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Figure 2.7: Representation of a few examples of surface acoustic wave (SAW) applications. (a) A
SAW droplet maker device capable of producing picoliter droplets using a focused IDT. Reproduced
from [46] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry. (b) Show the use of acoustics for
atomization, [208]. Reproduced with permission. (c) A SAW cell sorter, separating 7.3 µm (green)
and 9.9 µm (red) using straight IDT applied at an angle to the flow direction. Scale bar is 400 µm
in the main image and 100 µm in the inset. [209] Copyright 2014 National Academy of Sciences.
(d) Schematic of a SAW device capable of patterning single cells in a two-dimensional grid, (e) the
experimental observation of the particle patterning. Scale bar is 100 µm (f) the patterning of particles
when λ/D = 3.33. Scale bar is 30 µm. (d-f) reprinted from [86].

besides playing a critical role in RF communication, SAW has been successfully employed

in bio-sensor technologies, [197] optical modulators, [198] touch sensitive screens, [199] and

automotive windscreen raindrop sensors. [25]

Recently, the use of SAW in microfluidic technologies has received strong attention owing

to its remarkable advantages over other lab on a chip actuation methods and have found

application in droplet generation [200] (Fig. 2.7 (a)), merging, [201] and steering, [202,203]

atomization [204–206] (Fig. 2.7 (b)), size-based sorting [207] (Fig. 2.7 (c)), and particle

patterning [86] (Fig. 2.7 (d) - (f)). SAW driven systems benefit from the concentrated

mechanical displacement on the interface between the piezoelectric substrate and liquid

resulting in the efficient coupling of energy to the liquid. Furthermore, by operating at

Megahertz (MHz) frequencies SAW wavelengths can reach the dimension of individual micron

sized particles, cells and biomolecules enabling high resolution and effective manipulation.
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Figure 2.8: (a) A typical SAW device consists of a series of interdigitated transducers (IDT) patterned
on a piezoelectric material, often Lithium Niobate (LiNbO3, LN). Upon actuation of the IDT at its
resonant frequency, surface acoustic waves are produced and propagate on the substrate surface. It
should be noted that illustration of the wavelength (λSAW ) does not reflect their actual size. (b)
Schematic of various configurations of the IDTs.

Theory

Piezoelectric properties in certain materials allow for conversion of electric charges to

mechanical expansion or contraction, known as converse piezoelectric effect. [210] The

predominant piezoelectric material used in typical SAW systems is Lithium Niobate (LN) due

to several favourable parameters for this application including low acoustic attenuation, [196]

high electromechanical coupling coefficient and high spontaneous polarization. [211,212] The

electromechanical coupling coefficient represents the efficiency of intrinsic electromechanical

energy conversion by a particular material and is considered the most important coefficient of

a piezoelectric material. [213] Spontaneous polarization indicates the electrical polarization

possessed by the material in the absence of an external electric field. [214]

Surface acoustic waves are generated by a set of inter-locking comb-shaped conducting

interdigitated transducers (IDT) patterned on the surface of a piezoelectric substrate (Fig.
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2.8 (a)). When an oscillating electrical signal is applied, IDTs are actuated at a frequency

such that the mechanical displacement originated from one electrode constructively interfere

with the waves emanating from the adjacent electrode resulting in the propagation of

acoustic waves on the substrate surface, typically with the extent of one wavelength into

the substrate. [215] The pitch of the electrodes, p, corresponds to the SAW wavelength

dictating the optimum frequency, f of operation as given by,

f = CSAW
p

(2.22)

where CSAW is speed of sound in the substrate.

By the appropriate choice of wavelength, surface waves can be actuated at a range

of frequencies from 10 MHz to 1 GHz. A major benefit over BAW systems is that the

characteristics of propagating SAW can be modified to shape the resultant field as desired.

This is made possible by simply changing the structure and pattern of the IDT. Several

IDT configurations have been developed over time for use in a wide variety of applications.

The most basic design, known as straight IDT, as shown in Fig 2.8 (b), consists of uniform

electrode fingers, where each metal strip has a width of 1
4λSAW. To generate SAW with

higher intensity, concentric circular arc structure, termed focused IDT (Fig. 2.8 (b)), is

used to laterally concentrate the displacement in a narrow region. [176, 216, 217] Other

configurations include but not limited to, Chirped, [23] and slanted IDTs patterns [218]

consisting of fingers with varying spacing and dimensions, respectively, to enable operation

at a range of resonant frequencies (Fig. 2.8 (b)).

Widespread adoption of SAW to the portable microfluidics is only possible by optimisation

of their power efficiency. The minimization and elimination of power loss require optimization

of the IDT design by realising the importance of its electrical impedance. An electrically

impedance matched circuit allow maximum power transition from the external power generator

to the IDT and subsequently to the piezoelectric material and adjacent fluid. The IDT’s

electrical impedance is determined by several factors including the substrate and electrode

materials, and the electrodes aperture, width and height. These factors are typically optimised

by certain design parameters (e.g. operation frequency), thus cannot be simply modified. The
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number of finger pairs, though, can be appropriately chosen to adjust the impedance to match

that of the excitation electronics, thus plays a critical role in achieving efficient operation. [219]

Upon encountering a fluid deposited on the substrate surface, SAW couples energy into

the fluid in the form of longitudinal acoustic waves along an angle, termed the Rayleigh angle,

θR, defined from a direction perpendicular to the substrate surface (see Fig. 2.9) and given by,

θR = sin−1( Cl

CSAW
) (2.23)

where CSAW and Cl represent the sound speed in the substrate and in the liquid respectively.

The continuous leakage of energy into the fluid, as SAW propagates along the substrate-

fluid interface, lead to the decay of surface waves with increasing distance from the SAW

emanating source. The attenuation coefficient, α−1, determining the length over which this

phenomenon occurs (see Fig. 2.9) as given by, [220, 221]

α−1 = ρsCSAWλSAW
ρ0Cl

(2.24)

where ρs is the density of the substrate. The uniaxial propagation of the transmitted

waves along the Rayleigh angle, θR, has a distinctly different attenuation length, defined

as β−1 coefficient (see Fig. 2.9) given by, [221]

β−1 = ρ0C
3
l

4π2f2
(

4
3η + η′

) (2.25)

The acoustic streaming in SAW devices is often described as mainly being driven by the

attenuation of propagating SAW beam through the fluid. [221] The other forms of energy loss

(e.g due to friction) in an acoustically driven system are often considered small and therefore,

typically neglected. Microfluidic SAW devices are mainly classified into travelling surface

acoustic waves (TSAW) and standing surface acoustic waves (SSAW). These assumptions

will be examined in the subsequent sections.
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Figure 2.9: When surface acoustic waves (SAW) encounter an overlaying fluid, they are transmitted
to the fluid along the Rayleigh angle θR. SAW attenuate along the substrate indicated with α−1 and
along the fluid indicated with β−1. Reproduced from [162] with permission from The Royal Society of
Chemistry.

Travelling Surface Acoustic Waves

In a typical travelling wave system, one set of IDT generates a SAW propagating orthogonally

to a microfluidic channel. The acoustic energy passes through the fluid media and interacts

with the suspended matter (i.e. particle, cell and droplets), whereby particles are subjected

to acoustic radiation force (section 2.3.1) and acoustic streaming induced drag forces (section

2.3.2), simultaneously. As such, the dominant force act to manipulate the particles. The

acoustic radiation force is mostly assumed to push particles away from the SAW emanating

source conforming to the present theoretical and experimental literature. This particular effect

has found use in particle sorting, [222] droplet displacement, [223] chemical concentration

gradient generation, [224] and on-chip fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACTS). [225,

226] However, Destgeer et al show that there is an “anechoic corner” along the channel

edge nearest to the SAW source where no migration takes place. In this region, acoustic

streaming dominates and entrain particles in strong continues vortices. [227, 228] Only

recently, Devendran et al have observed patterning behaviour in TSAW systems formerly

only recognised in SSAW systems. [229] The patterning and migration of particles along with

the streaming effects in a TSAW system are further explored and discussed in a numerical

and experimental study in chapter 4, where it is realised that the dominant effect depends on

the spatial location in the channel. Apart from location, particle size plays a critical role.

The present literature determines the dominance of radiation or streaming forces based on a

dimensionless number (κ = ka, k represent wave number and a is particle radius), defined in
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an experimental study that uses a different configuration than the conventional systems. [230]

In a conventional TSAW system and by realising the patterning effect, chapter 5 of this

thesis examine the role of size as a function of TSAW frequency and power.

Standing Surface Acoustic Waves

Standing surface acoustic wave (SSAW) is formed by interference of the SAW emanating from

two opposing IDTs, operating at the same frequency. In this case, the resultant standing

acoustic field is one-dimensional (an example is shown in Fig. 2.7 (c)). [216] Using two pairs

of orthogonally opposing IDTs give rise to a two-dimensional standing field [231] (see Fig. 2.9

(d)). Both one-dimensional and two-dimensional fields consist of nodal and anti-nodal regions

giving rise to ARF which act to trap particles in these regions based on their acoustic contrast,

Φ, (Eqn. 2.16) to the fluid media. Most literature on precise particle manipulation reports

the use of SSAW field, particularly when the particle size approaches that of the acoustic

wavelength (λSAW ∼ D). Some examples include patterning of particles as clusters, [231] or

individually. [86,183] By using frequency-matched counter propagating SAW, the standing

field is often established across the entire channel area. However, SSAW fields have been

established with pulsed actuation for spatially selective trapping location, [232] and by counter

waves with slightly different frequencies to form an adjustable trapping location. [233] Chapter

3 of this thesis, represent a novel use of SSAW for a versatile and contactless filtration of

particles whose size approaches that of the wavelength.

2.5 Fabrication

Essential to the development of microfluidic devices are the micro-technologies that enable

fabrication of features on the scale of micrometre. Technologies based on etching/lithography/

deposition can be applied in the range of scales between 0.2 µm and 500 µm, [53] thus

the preferred method for the systems used in this thesis. Here, the SAW device (section

2.5.1) and the microfluidic channel (section 2.5.2) are fabricated separately, then bonded

together (section 2.5.3) to produce a fully-functional device.
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2.5.1 SAW Device Fabrication

To produce a SAW device, the primary step is to design the IDT based on the intended

application. A typical straight IDT consists of two sets of opposing connected metallic

fingers, bus bar and electrode pads patterned on a piezoelectric substrate. In the design of a

straight IDT, the most important factors include the width of each finger (corresponding to

the required wavelength), IDT aperture (defined as the width of overlapping fingers) and

the number of finger pairs (for an efficient operation). To design focused IDTs, besides

finger width, IDT aperture and finger pairs numbers an extra element to consider is the

focal length, flength defined as:

flength = Rf

1− 2b (2.26)

where Rf represents the finger curvature and b is anisotropy of the substrate material.

Literature reports on the use of 10 MHz to 1 GHz range corresponding to 400 µm to 4 µm

wavelength for an LN substrate in SAW driven microfluidics. This implies that features

as small as 100 µm to 1 µm are required. Photolithography is a versatile and powerful

tool to define micron and submicron features on the piezoelectric substrate. [234] In the

work contained in this thesis, the piezoelectric substrate is 0.5 mm thick 128◦ Y-cut X-

propagating lithium niobate wafer as this crystal orientation offer large electromechanical

coupling coefficient, [235] desirable for an efficient electrical-mechanical energy conversion.

The photolithography procedure consists of 4 steps (shown in Fig. 2.10 (a)(i)-(iv)): (1) the

wafer is spin coated with a layer of photosensitive resist; (2) then heat treatment to remove

the remaining solvent in photoresist; (3) by using a photomask placed on top of the wafer,

the required features are selectively exposed to a uniform ultraviolet (UV) light (in case of a

positive resist) or protected (in case of a negative resist); (4) then the features are realised

on the wafer by dissolving the undesired regions, using an appropriate developer.

The IDTs are made up of conductive materials including Aluminium (Al) or Gold (Au),

adhered to the LN substrate by the use of an adhesion layer comprising of chromium

(Cr) or titanium (Ti). The choice for the overall thickness of the metal film is limited

by the competition between efficient transmission of the electrical current to the IDT
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(acquired in thicker films) and low mass present of the substrate (in thinner films). As

such, the total thickness is chosen so that the ratio of thickness, h and wavelength λSAW

approximates to 1%. [162]

h

λSAW
≈ 1% (2.27)

The metal layers are deposited on the wafer using high-vacuum electron-beam evaporation,

as shown in Fig. 2.10 (a)(v) & (vi). In this deposition technique, a sample of metal is

heated by an electron beam to reach evaporation, where individual atoms present at the

surface gain sufficient energy to overcome the metallic bond and radiate along a straight

path in all directions. Upon encountering the substrate surface, they are uniformly deposited

to the surface and form a layer of metal film with a constant thickness. Modifying the

thickness require adjustment of the metal temperature and the exposure time. This is

followed by a lift-off procedure (Fig. 2.10 (vii)), wherein the wafer rests in a solvent that

allows for removal of the photoresist underneath the deposited metal. This enables the

creation of a metallic structure for the previously defined features. To protect the IDT

fingers from degradation by corrosion and to promote adhesion of the chamber to LN wafer,

a layer of SiO2 is deposited (Fig. 2.10 (viii)). The final step is dicing the wafer to produce

individual fully functional SAW-driven devices (Fig. 2.10 (ix)). Using a high-speed blade

with a thickness reduced to approximately 20 µm ∼ 35 µm, the desired cuts are made

along pre-defined lines that separate SAW-devices.

2.5.2 Chamber Fabrication

The use of Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) for microchannels is highly desirable. PDMS is

a silicon-based organic polymer that offers several favourable properties for microfluidic

applications. Apart from low cost, optical transparency, permeability to gases and excellent

elasticity, PDMS is well known for its mould release properties, ease of fabrication and

assembly to the microfluidic chip. [236] Fabrication of PDMS microchannels requires the use

of the micro-moulding process, where photolithography along with deep reactive ion etching

(DRIE) create the microchannel features on a silicon wafer. Here, the silicon wafer serves as a

mould containing patterns, on top of which the liquid PDMS (mixed with 1:10 curing agent)
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b
SAW Device PDMS Channels

Figure 2.10: SAW device and PDMS channels are fabricated separately. The process diagram of
the fabrication procedure for (a) the SAW device and (b) the PDMS channels are illustrated. The
(a-i) LiNbO3 wafer is (a-ii) spin coated with a positive photoresist (a-iii) then selectively exposed to
the ultraviolet light by using a photomask. (a-iv) The patterned features are developed on the wafer.
(a-v) & (a-vi) Metal layers are deposited by e-beam evaporation process (a-vii) patterned metals are
realised on the wafer by lift off. Finally (a-viii) a layer of SiO2 is deposited on the wafer. (ix) After
dicing, fully functional SAW devices are produced. To fabricate the PDMS mould (b-i) & (b-ii) Si
wafer is spin coated with a negative photoresist. (b-iii) Upon exposure to the ultraviolet light, and
(b-iv) after dissolving the undesired photoresist, (b-v) & (b-vi) the wafer is etched using DRIE etching
process to (b-vii) realise the mould features. (b-viii) Finally the PDMS is poured onto the mould and
after heat treatment (b-ix) the desired channel features are imprinted within the cured PDMS.

is poured and after heat treating, cured (see Fig. 2.10 (b)(viii) & (ix)). As such, the inverse of

silicon mould patterns is imprinted in the PDMS cast. With very low shrinkage during cure,

PDMS offer the ability to replicate features down to micron and nano scales. [237] There are

several methods to construct the silicon mould. In this thesis, the photolithography using a

negative-tone UV photoresist was used to define the channel patterns on the Si wafer (Fig.

2.10 (b)(i)-(iv)). Here, the patterned photoresist serves as a mask for a selective deep reactive

ion etching (DRIE). The exposed areas are isotropically etched by repeatedly applying the

etchant (SF6) and passivation (C4F8) plasma steps to create the patterns of required depth

(Fig. 2.10 (b)(v)-(vii)). The rate of photoresist etching is relatively much less than that of

the Si wafer, making this technique appropriate for the etch depths of up to 50 µm.
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a b

Figure 2.11: Illustration of the device (a) prior and (b) after its bonding to the PDMS channels.
This device was used to conduct the experiments for the research presented in chapter 4 and chapter
5. Scale bars are 2 mm

2.5.3 Device Assembly

To produce a SAW actuated system with enclosed microfluidic channels, the SAW device and

PDMS channels are assembled through a bonding process (see Fig. 2.11). In this process, the

oxygen plasma exposure is used to activate the surface of LN and PDMS (on the imprinted

side). By bringing these surfaces into contact, the increased concentration of hydroxyl (-OH)

groups on the exposed surface of PDMS result in the formation of strong intermolecular

bonds, [238–240] generating a waterproof and irreversible seal.
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This chapter explores the role of elevated frequencies in

SAW-driven systems, realised by reducing the acoustic

half wavelength to the dimension of individual particles.

In doing so a novel, highly sensitive, and high resolution

membraneless filtration technique for filtration of micron

particles is developed.

3
Virtual Membrane for Filtration of Particles

3.1 Overview

Sorting and filtration of a particular type of cells from a biological sample is fundamental

for further analysis of the sample. Systems capable of automated filtration of particles and

cells, facilitate essential biological studies and enable point-of-care diagnostic technologies.

To date, numerous acoustically driven technologies actuated by either BAW or SAW perform

particle sorting. Compared to the BAW systems, SAW actuated devices operate at a

much higher frequency range potentially allowing particle manipulation at a much finer

scale. In a unique manner, here we further reduce the wavelength to the dimension of

individual particles and explore the effect of elevated frequencies in SAW systems and

open up a new sorting mechanism.

In a novel approach, this work presents a sensitive particle sorting system which employs

surface acoustic waves (SAW) to selectively filter particles with a specific size profile from a

mixed population. Our device consists of two diagonally opposed pairs of radially focused

interdigital transducers (FIDTs) oriented at a 60◦ angle relative to the flow direction. FIDTs

permit the generation of a highly localized standing wave field (with a wavelength on the

order of particle’s size) which acts like as a “virtual membrane” filtering particular particle

sizes based on two distinct phenomena. Firstly, particles that are greater than approximately

0.3 times of the acoustic half wavelength (i.e. a > 0.3λSAW/2), experience an overall force
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that prohibits them from progressing further downstream, thus being filtered. These trapped

particles are held in predetermined locations, which offer localised optical analysis potential.

In contrast, the smaller particles will pass through the force field along the pressure nodes

(akin to a filter pores), thus flowing through uninhibited, allowing for selective filtration of one

particle type from a mixed population. The key to the high size selectivity of the presented

virtual membrane is the contrast in the force fields experienced by particles of various sizes

with respect to the acoustic wavelength. If the particle size is such that, at a given flow

velocity and acoustic power, the repulsive acoustic force is dominant over the flow induced

drag forces, the particles will be filtered out from the flow stream, otherwise it will progress

downstream. The underlying mechanism of the deterministic particle filtration system was

first established via numerical simulations, followed by experimental validation. Utilising

high-frequency SAW at 258 MHz, 192.5 MHz and 129.5 MHz, filtration of 8 µm from 5 µm

particles and 10.36 µm particles from 7 µm and 5 µm particles respectively is achieved.

3.2 Publication

The following publication was reproduced from [241] with kind permission from the Royal Soci-

ety of Chemistry.
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Virtual membrane for filtration of particles using
surface acoustic waves (SAW)
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Ye Aib and Adrian Neild*a

Surface acoustic wave (SAW) based particle manipulation is contactless, versatile, non-invasive and bio-

compatible making it useful for biological studies and diagnostic technologies. In this work, we present a

sensitive particle sorting system, termed the virtual membrane, in which a periodic acoustic field with a

wavelength on the order of particle dimensions permits size-selective filtration. Polystyrene particles that

are larger than approximately 0.3 times the acoustic half-wavelength experience a force repelling them

from the acoustic field. If the particle size is such that, at a given acoustic power and flow velocity, this re-

pulsive force is dominant over the drag force, these particles will be prohibited from progressing further

downstream (i.e. filtered), while smaller particles will be able to pass through the force field along the pres-

sure nodes (akin to a filter's pores). Using this mechanism, we demonstrate high size selectivity using a

standing SAW generated by opposing sets of focused interdigital transducers (FIDTs). The use of FIDTs per-

mits the generation of a highly localized standing wave field, here used for filtration in μl min−1 order flow

rates at 10s of mW of applied power. Specifically, we demonstrate the filtration of 8 μm particles from 5

μm particles and 10.36 μm particles from 7.0 μm and 5.0 μm particles, using high frequency SAW at 258

MHz, 192.5 MHz, and 129.5 MHz, respectively.

Introduction

Separation and filtration of micron sized particles and cells is
an essential step for various chemical and medical processes.
In point-of-care diagnostic devices, for example, automated
filtration of a specific type of cell from a biological sample is
essential for further analysis, where microfluidic systems can
perform this task with minimal reagent, time and cost. On-
chip manipulation of suspended particles is accomplished
using the advantageous characteristics of microscale flow,
particularly the fluid viscous drag force. This is usually ac-
companied by the application of an external force including
those arising from optical1,2 dielectrophoretic (DEP)3–5 and
acoustophoretic fields.6–8 The interplay between these exter-
nal forces and the drag forces induced by the flow field can
be used to achieve particle separation. To date, the vast ma-
jority of these sorting strategies operate such that the parti-
cles are dragged through the force field by the flowing fluid
but follow distinct trajectories based on their different re-
sponses to an externally applied field, as such the streamline

along which particles exit the force field is size dependent.9–16

In addition, external fields have also been used to non-
selectively manipulate and trap suspended particles against a
flow, and this has been demonstrated using mechanical,17,18

hydrodynamic,19 optical,20,21 magnetic actuation22,23 and
acoustic24–26 techniques. Acoustic forces are particularly suit-
able for microfluidic actuation owing to their high
biocompatibility27–30 and straightforward microfluidic
integration.

Here, we combine these features (sorting within a flow
and trapping against a flow) by selectively filtering particles
with a specific size profile from a mixed population. The
trapped particles are held in a pre-determined position, offer-
ing potential for localised optical analysis, while the
untrapped particles are allowed to flow through and out of
the chip permitting the selective dispensing of one particle
type from a mixed population.

Acoustofluidics, i.e. the application of acoustic effects in
microfluidic systems, utilises acoustic radiation forces (ARF)
as a method for manipulating microparticles (suspended ob-
jects including cells). Particles immersed in a fluid with a dif-
ferent density and/or sound speed to the surrounding me-
dium are subjected to ARF when they are exposed to an
oscillating pressure and fluid displacement field. This effect
arises from second order terms in the Navier–Stokes equa-
tion, which are non-zero when integrated over the particle's
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surface and time-averaged over an acoustic cycle.31,32 The
time scale of ARF-induced migration is, therefore, much
larger that the time period of an acoustic oscillation, al-
though the maximum particle migration distance in a stand-
ing wave field scales with the wavelength of the pressure
field. Typical methods exploiting ARF for size-based particle
filtration utilize actuation based on bulk acoustic waves
(BAW) or surface acoustic waves (SAW). The former are pro-
duced through exciting a resonance within the fluid
volume.33–39 ARF can be used for sorting by exploiting the
difference in time (i.e. migration rate) required to move parti-
cles of various sizes to the pressure node in the standing
wave field40–42 or the different behaviour of particles with dif-
fering material parameters,12 where particles experience a dif-
ference in ARF magnitude based on their dimensions and
physical properties. While the location and orientation of a
BAW-generated wave is typically determined by the channel
geometries and their acoustic properties (iso-impedance
channel materials can be used to partially decouple the
acoustic and channel interfaces34), a SAW is substrate-bound
prior to coupling into contacting materials and can thus be
readily oriented and highly localized.43,44 A SAW is generated
on a piezoelectric substrate by an alternating electrical cur-
rent applied across a series of interdigital transducers (IDTs),
whose micron-scale feature sizes result in 4–400 μm wave-
lengths that are directly comparable to typical microfluidic
channel dimensions. Accordingly, SAW has been widely used
in microfluidics for activities such as droplet production,32

merging45 and steering,46,47 atomization,48–50 highly control-
lable particle manipulation43,51,52 and mixing.53,54 The key
features of SAW actuation have been exploited in sorting ap-
plications to cause particles to follow size dependent trajecto-
ries through the force field. SAW is similarly suited for size-
selective sorting applications because of its ability to create
highly localized fields55,56 that are independent of the chan-
nel orientation6 and its ability to utilise standing wave57 or
travelling wave58 mechanisms, or a combination of both.59 In
addition, SAW actuation allows operation across a wide range
of wavelengths (∼5–300 μm), the lower end of which means
that wavelengths on the order of cell dimensions can be
excited.

Here we exploit the ability to generate small wavelengths
on the order of particle dimensions to selectively filter (and
trap) one particle size from a mixed flowing particle
suspension.

We utilize a standing pressure field established via actua-
tion of counter-propagating focused SAWs oriented at an an-
gle of 60° to the flow direction. It is known that particles con-
siderably smaller than the acoustic wavelength will migrate
along pressure nodes to locations of maximum field
strength.36 We show that if a particle has a diameter greater
than 0.15λSAW the force along the nodal line switches sign
and acts to repel the particle from the sound field. By
balancing the acoustic power and flow rate, we show experi-
mentally that particles with a diameter similar to or greater
than half the wavelength (i.e. λSAW/2) are trapped statically,

while smaller particles pass through the sound field along
pressure nodes. The alignment of smaller particles as they
pass through the field are as if along virtual pores projecting
perpendicularly to the acoustic propagation axis. Coupled
with the size based trapping effect, we accordingly term this
acoustic field and its acoustofluidic interactions the virtual
membrane.

Using this SAW-based virtual membrane, we demonstrate
continuous separation of 5 μm and 3 μm, 8 μm and 5 μm,
10.36 μm and 7.0 μm/5.0 μm, and 15 μm and 10 μm/8 μm di-
ameter particles with actuation at 385.5 MHz, 258 MHz,
192.5 MHz, and 129.5 MHz, respectively. In each case, the
frequency corresponds to a device pitch (λSAW/2) of the larger
particle diameter.

Methodology
Experimental method

The device consists of a microfluidic channel, cast in polydi-
methylsiloxane (PDMS, 1 : 10 ratio of curing agent/polymer),
and aligned on top of a SAW device. The SAW device is com-
posed of two diagonally opposed pairs of radially focused
interdigital transducers (FIDTs) on a lithium niobate
(LiNbO3) piezoelectric substrate (Fig. 1). In the experiments
conducted, several devices with IDTs of varying wavelengths
were used in order to conclusively demonstrate the effect of
acoustic wavelength on particle filtration. Three different IDT
designs were used: 40 finger pairs at 20 μm wavelength
(λSAW), 38 finger pairs at 15 μm wavelength and 36 finger
pairs at 10 μm wavelength, all spanning 26° with a geometric
focal point 160 μm from the last finger pair. The 7/200 nm
chrome/aluminium IDTs were deposited on a 0.5 mm thick,
double side polished 128° y-cut x-propagating LiNbO3 sub-
strate. A 300 nm SiO2 layer was further applied to prevent
electrode degradation and to enhance adhesion of the sub-
strate with the PDMS after exposure to air plasma. To im-
prove separation efficiency, the FIDTs were arranged at a 60°
angle relative to the centre line of a 200 μm wide, 24.6 μm
high straight microfluidic PDMS channel.

Polystyrene particles (Magsphere, Pasadena, CA, USA)
homogenously suspended in solution (water diluted with
0.2% polyethylene glycol (PEG)) were continuously injected
into the microfluidic chamber through a 20 μm wide perpen-
dicular injection channel by using a syringe pump (KDS100,
KD Scientific, Holliston, MA, USA). The electrical signal re-
quired to excite the SAWs was produced by an RF signal gen-
erator (Rohde & Schwarz HAMEG HM8134-3), amplified (Re-
search (25A250A)) and applied to the opposing FIDTs. The
experiments were conducted on the stage of a fluorescence
microscope (Olympus BX43) with a light source (Olympus U-
RFL-T) and imaged using a PixeLink (PL-B782U usb2) digital
CCD colour camera.

Numerical simulation

The forces acting on a particle suspended in an acoustic field
can be obtained analytically from knowledge of the pressure
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field, provided the particle's size is much smaller than the
acoustic wavelength.60,61 In this study, effects of standing
surface acoustic waves (SSAW) on particles with sizes
approaching half of the SAW wavelength are examined, for
which a numerical method is required. The key to the virtual
membrane concept is the difference in the force fields experi-
enced by particles with different dimensions with respect to
the acoustic wavelength. In order to demonstrate the pro-
posed concept, a simplified 2D COMSOL Multiphysics 5.0
model has been developed. Experimentally, a standing acous-
tic pressure field is generated by using a pair of opposing
FIDTs. Whilst a full 3D model of this would be desirable, it is
not practical due to enormous computational cost. The 2D

model employed, however, is sufficient to clearly demonstrate
the trends in the acoustic force field magnitude as the parti-
cle size approaches half an acoustic wavelength while mini-
mizing computational load. The model consists of a fluid
filled chamber, at each end of which the boundaries act as a
radiating pressure source. These boundaries have a curved
profile to mimic the production of a focused standing acous-
tic pressure field (Fig. 2) imposed by the FIDTs. The acoustic
wavelength used in the numerical simulations are equated to
that of the experimentally applied SAW wavelength λSAW.

The presence of a particle in an acoustic field scatters and
diffracts incident sound waves. To avoid multiple reflections
of the scattered component, matched impedance boundary
conditions were imposed on the upper and lower edges of
the fluid volume, mimicking the continuous channel used ex-
perimentally. In order to simulate the acoustic energy loss
due to SAW amplitude decay along the substrate/fluid inter-
face, the model incorporates acoustic attenuation (αSAW =
1/(9.2 × λSAW) Nepers per m).62 Having imposed the condi-
tions required to generate a representative pressure field, the
acoustic radiation force (ARF) exerted on a compressible par-
ticle is calculated59,63 using:

(1)

where ρf and Cf represent the density and sound speed of the
fluid with values of 1000 kg m−3 and 1490 m s−1, respectively,
for water. The parameters 〈p1

2〉 and 〈v1
2〉 are the mean square

fluctuation of the pressure and velocity, respectively. For the
fluorescent polystyrene particles used, the density (ρp) is 1050
kg m−3 and the speed of sound (Cp) is 2350 m s−1. In line with
previous studies, for the purpose of modelling the acoustic
forces, the fluid is assumed to be inviscid. The radiation forces
calculated, as obtained from the numerical model in COMSOL,
have been benchmarked against cases studied by Dual

Fig. 1 (a) 3D rendered image of the virtual membrane for a particle
filtration system structure and the operation of the device: two
diagonally opposed pairs of radially focused interdigital transducers
(FIDTs), arrayed on a lithium niobate (LiNbO3) substrate, oriented at a
60° angle relative to the flow direction confined within a straight
PDMS microfluidic channel. An aqueous solution containing various-
sized suspended particles enters an acoustic field created by focused
IDTs where particles are influenced by the 2nd order time averaged
absolute pressure field. Larger particles are trapped at the beginning of
the field, whereas smaller particles pass through pressure minima lines
towards the upper boundary of the microfluidic chamber. (b) Zoomed-
in image of the acoustic filtration region, whereby the virtual mem-
brane (depicted in green) acts as a filter for the larger particles (red)
while allowing the smaller particles (blue) to pass through the virtual
pores.

Fig. 2 FEA model of the system illustrating the 2nd order time
averaged absolute pressure distribution as well as the applied
boundary conditions. The area of interest depicts the region where the
lateral forces are evaluated.
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et al.63 The spatial variation in the forces (x and y compo-
nents) are found by moving the particles to various locations,
and this is carried out along defined lines of interest over a
distance of λSAW with a step size of λSAW/9. Particles in a
standing wave field that are denser and stiffer than the sur-
rounding medium will migrate to the pressure nodes; forces
are therefore examined along the line (AB) in Fig. 3a that cuts
through the nodes and antinodes of the standing wave. Fur-
thermore, for a standing wave with lateral intensity variation,
small particles can be expected to migrate towards pressure
nodes but also towards the lateral location along which there
is maximum pressure fluctuation,37 which occurs here at the

centre of our focused field. To explore how this behaviour
varies with particle size, the second line of interest is defined
as being along the length of the central pressure node (line
CD in Fig. 3a).

Results and discussion
Numerical results

Particles are brought towards the edge of acoustic field by
the fluid flow. With an initial random distribution across the
width of the channel, they can encounter any part of the
standing wave from the node to the antinode; as such, the
forces have been calculated along line AB (Fig. 3a) which
stretches from one antinode to the next.

The forces are derived from eqn (1) and are the integral of
forces on the surface of the particles shown in
Fig. 3(b) and (c). The results are shown in Fig. 3(d) and (e)
for the forces in the x (along AB) and y (along CD) directions,
respectively. Fig. 3d demonstrates that the forces in the
x-direction act to move the particles towards the pressure
node regardless of particle size (over the range examined), al-
though the magnitude of these forces does vary. The force
components in the y direction (perpendicular to the nodes),
as shown in Fig. 3e for particles located along AB, however,
show a variation in both magnitude and sign. For the case of
the smaller 2 μm particle, the force fluctuates in sign along
AB, becoming negative (directed into the sound field) as the
particle approaches the nodal position. As such, smaller par-
ticles are pushed laterally towards the node, a location at
which they are then drawn into the acoustic field. This is in
agreement with analytical expressions and experimental data
for particles substantially smaller than the wavelength.36

However, the force acting on the 10 and 5 μm particles (λSAW
= 20 μm) is positive along the whole length of AB and as such
acts to prevent the particles from entering the sound field.

The force field is further examined by considering the
forces along line CD in the y-direction (in the x-direction,
they are as close to zero as allowed numerically). As shown in
Fig. 3f, the smaller particles are drawn to the location y =
0 along the nodal line, again in line with expectations.36

However, a positive (repulsive) force is shown to be present
along the length of line CD for larger particles, preventing
them from travelling along the node.

The simulations show that the sound field will repulse
particles whose dimensions approach the half wavelength of
the acoustic field and can thus counteract flow induced fluid
drag. To define what is meant by a “larger” particle, Fig. 3g
shows the value of Fy at a single location along CD for varying
particle diameters (scaled based on each of the three wave-
lengths used). The data for each wavelength don’t collapse
onto a single line due to wavelength dependent differences
in the degree of lateral focusing in the sound field. For each
of the wavelengths at small particle sizes, the force is nega-
tive, i.e. the particle is drawn into the field, whilst for larger
particle sizes this becomes positive indicating rejection from
the field. The crossover in the sign of the force occurs over

Fig. 3 (a) FEA model of the 2nd order time averaged absolute
pressure distribution (λSAW = 20 μm) with no particles present. λ here
represents λSAW. The dashed black line (AB) (from x = 0 to x = λ/2 at y
= 15 μm) represents the path across which the spatial forces acting on
particles have been assessed. Spatial force field with (b) 10 and (c) 5
μm particles. The resultant forces, once integrated over the surface
area, are shown in the (d) x component of the lateral force, normalized
by the maximum Fx, along the dashed line (AB) shown in part a. (e) y
component of the lateral force, normalized by the maximum Fy, along
the dashed line (AB). (f) y component of the lateral force, normalized
by the maximum Fy, along the pressure minima line (CD). The y
component (g) of the acoustic force acting on a particle at a single
location along CD shows a transition between negative (acceptance
into the sound field) and positive (rejection from the sound field)
forces at approximately DĲλ/2)−1 = 0.3. The repulsive force rises rapidly
with increasing particle diameter, as does a fluid flow induced drag
that is of a similar magnitude to the acoustic forces – here notionally
shown as the dotted line at a strength equal to that of a 8 μm particle
and proportional to the radius. Smaller particles are drag dominated
and larger ones are acoustic force dominated, giving rise to the
possibility of filtering.
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the range of DĲλSAW/2)
−1 between 0.22 and 0.27, for the two di-

mensional particles modelled. Above these values, the forces
rise rapidly with particle size. This indicates the possibility of
sorting when combined with fluid flow induced drag, when
the strength of the acoustic field and flow field is such that
the acoustic force is of similar or greater magnitude to that
induced by fluid drag. We have considered this scenario in
Fig. 3g, in which the dotted line represents the notional drag
force, the amplitude of which is selected to cross the line (for
λSAW = 20 μm) at the point corresponding to an example
8 μm particle. The dotted line is constantly sloped as the
drag force is proportional to the particle diameter. Two out-
comes are predicted by this scenario, the first is for particles
larger than 8 μm for which the acoustic repulsion force is
larger than the drag force, so that the particles are prevented
from traversing the acoustic field, and the second is for parti-
cles smaller than 8 μm for which the drag force is dominant
where these particles migrate to the local nodal locations by
Fx and are dragged through the sound field along the nodal
lines. It is this alignment of the smaller particles along the
nodes as they pass through the field which is reminiscent of
a series of filtering pores.

Experimental results

Having established the underlying mechanism via numeri-
cal simulation, we now demonstrate selective trapping of
particles experimentally. Fig. 4 illustrates the difference in
behaviour of 7 μm and 10.36 μm particles separately (blue
and red, respectively), which enter (from the left) a sound
field with a surface acoustic wavelength of 20 μm. At very
low powers (Fig. 4a and d), neither particle size is affected
by the sound field; instead, the viscous drag forces (Fdrag =

6πμrU, where r is the particle radius, μ is the viscosity and
U is the relative velocity of the particle and fluid) imposed
by the flowing fluid are dominant. However, when the ap-
plied acoustic force is sufficient to counter the fluid drag
forces for larger particles, it is observed that when they
reach the standing acoustic pressure field, particles are
trapped at its periphery, as predicted by the positive nature
of Fy in Fig. 3e and f. In addition, influenced by the drag
of the fluid and the fact that the sound field has been an-
gled towards the flow field, they are collected at the lower

Fig. 4 Experimental images of particle manipulation and sorting efficiency at different applied powers. The figure shows optical fluorescence
images of 10.36 μm particles (a–c) where (a) particles are not affected by the field at 1.1 mW applied power, and (b) 78 ± 3.9% of particles at 38.9
mW applied power and (c) 95 ± 5% of particles at 75 mW applied power (all with 0.2 μl min−1 lateral flow rate) are trapped/filtered once they reach
the field. The sorting behaviour of 7.0 μm particles is shown in (d)–(f) where these particles (d) continue in the direction of the flow at 1.1 mW
applied power, (e) are laterally displaced upon entering the field as they are affected by the acoustic force, and (f) are trapped at the start of the
field as they are subjected to acoustic streaming and move along circular paths. (g) Capture efficiency as a function of power, with higher power
resulting in greater capture efficiency; the cut-off power is where the greatest number of larger particles are captured while smaller particles are
able to pass through the field (circled). PL and PS represent powers at which 95 ± 5% of large particles and 5 ± 5% of smaller particles are captured,
respectively. These powers are utilized to obtain the results shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5 Applied power as a function of flow rate. As shown in Fig. 4, PS

indicates the power at which 95 ± 5% of smaller particles (7 μm) are
able to pass through the force field, whilst 85 ± 5% of the larger
particles (10.36 μm) get trapped. PL, on the other hand, is the power to
capture the larger particles and allow 75 ± 5% of particles of smaller
diameter to be drawn into the force field without being interrupted by
the streaming induced drag force.
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(in the image plane) edge of the channel (Fig. 4b and c).
In contrast, at low powers (Fig. 4e), the smaller particles
are able to be drawn into the force field, along the nodal
lines – as shown by a clear perturbation in the trajectory.
Once at the nodes, the fluid viscous drag force draws them
through the field and along the channel. As the applied
power is further increased, the smaller particles can also be
captured; this occurs due to a different mechanism than
that used to capture the larger particles. For these smaller
particles, the trapping results in particle clusters which are
in constant motion, which indicates that the particles are
located in a vortex induced by acoustic streaming44,64

(Fig. 4f). The effect of streaming wasn't included in the
model as it would require a 3D model which is currently
computationally prohibitive; instead, this is characterised
experimentally. Fig. 4g quantifies the role that the applied
power plays in the capturing of particles of a given size. It
can be seen that, at the higher applied power levels and
concordant higher acoustic pressure amplitudes, the magni-
tude of lateral acoustic forces becomes more dominant
compared to the drag force for the larger particles (10.36
μm); hence, a larger proportion is captured; 75 mW is suf-
ficient to trap 95 ± 5% of the particles (where the uncer-
tainty is one standard error). For low powers, the smaller
particles (7 μm) aren't trapped in the force field; however,
above a certain power level (50 mW), their trajectories be-
come increasingly dominated by fluid drag resulting from
acoustic streaming. These data sets suggest that selective
trapping can be achieved at powers between 43.4 mW
(where 83 ± 4.15% of 10 μm particles are captured whilst
100% of smaller particles pass through the acoustic pores)

and 49 mW (where 95 ± 5% of 10 μm particles are cap-
tured, but only 36 ± 3.2% of smaller 7 μm particles pass
through).

Fig. 5 further investigates the influence of power, as a
function of flow rate, on desired capture and separation of
particles. Two parameters have been defined: PL, the lowest
power at which all of the large particles are trapped, and PS,
the highest power at which the small particles pass through
the field. It can be seen that the difference in these values at
0.2 μl min−1, the flow rate used in Fig. 4, remains the same
up to in excess of 1.0 μl min−1.

Because the sorting efficiency is dependent on the similar-
ity of PS and PL, it is beneficial for the transition from 0% to
100% capture of a given particle type to take place over a nar-
row power range; if the slope along which the red squares are
located in Fig. 4g were less steep, PL would be larger and the
sorting efficiency lower. Similarly, Fig. 4g demonstrates that
the capture rate for increasing applied power is steeper for
larger particles (acoustic radiation force trapped) than the
smaller ones (acoustic streaming trapped); an increase of 50
mW in power is needed to increase the collection by stream-
ing from 65% to 90%. In streaming fields, the movement of

Fig. 6 The effective critical particle diameter is a function of the
acoustic wavelength. The cut-off in behaviour is examined here across
multiple device pitches (λSAW/2 μm). The particles within the dark grey
area are trapped statically, with the red squares being the smallest par-
ticles to be captured. The slope of the line, separating the dark grey
area was found to be very close to 1. The particles located in the light
grey area show a mixture of behaviour. In the white section, particles
are able to pass through the field at powers at which the larger parti-
cles are trapped.

Fig. 7 (a) As time progresses, the size of the bolus of 10.36 μm
particles grows, and the width across the channel is plotted against
the number of particles captured (each data point is equally spaced
temporally). (b) A composite image of the trajectories of small particles
(7 μm) entering along the edge of the channel and the growing bolus
of large particles; once the tip of the bolus impedes this trajectory, the
filter will cease to perform efficiently; the height at which that occurs
is marked as a dotted line in (a).
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the particles leads to particle–particle and particle–wall inter-
actions that can lead to particles being expelled out of the
streaming vortex,64 possibly responsible for the relatively in-
efficient collection for the streaming based mechanism rela-
tive to that induced by the acoustic force. Accordingly, acous-
tic radiation forces are the preferential particle capture
mechanism. In Fig. 6, four individual devices have been ex-
amined with pitches of 5 μm, 7.5 μm, 10 μm and 15 μm (λSAW
= 10, 15, 20 and 30 μm). In each device, we varied the power
whilst examining which particle sizes could be captured. This
was possible for the larger particle sizes marked with red
squares (located within the dark grey area) and not for those
smaller particles marked with blue triangles (located in the
white area). Then, a power was found at which the larger par-

ticles where captured for each experimental condition, whilst
the smaller ones passed through the field – the two insets
show this occurring. Interestingly, it can be seen that for par-
ticles held statically, they must have a diameter which is
greater than the pitch of the IDTs. Whilst the mechanism for
this is not understood, the experimental characterisation
gives rise to a simple design rule for these sorting devices
and the mechanism can be considered to be tuneable based
on the IDT pitch.

The number of particles that can be successfully trapped,
even for those larger than half the acoustic wavelength, is
limited by volumetric constraints as the bolus of trapped par-
ticles extends across the channel width. Whilst the devices
presented here have not been optimised for maximum

Fig. 8 Particle sorting using an acoustic filter. Trajectories of fluorescent polystyrene particles of 5 μm (green) and 10.36 μm (yellow) diameter
entering the microfluidic chamber at the flow rate of 2 μl min−1 through the left side entrance. Here, the focused IDTs, composed of λSAW = 20 μm
finger pairs operating at 194 MHz, are acting at a 45° angle relative to the microfluidic channel. Once particles reach the standing acoustic
pressure field (in the middle of the chamber), established by a pair of counter-propagating SAW devices (a) particles of diameter Dp < Dcritical are
laterally displaced and pass through the potential force minima lines towards the upper edge of the chamber and then to the exit, (b) particles of
Dp ≥ Dcritical are trapped at the last possible pressure nodes and are directed towards the lower edge of the chamber due to fluid drag. (c) The
combination of these two sorting behaviours is illustrated where simultaneous separation of particles occurs. (d) Release of 10.36 μm particles
once the application of SAW is stopped; (e) separation of 8 μm (yellow) and 5 μm (green) particles with λSAW = 15 μm. (f) Separation of 7 μm (blue)
and 10.36 μm (red) particles using a λSAW = 20 μm device in a composite picture of videos taken from the same device under identical experimental
conditions.
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particle capture, they can give an indication of the limitations
involved. As small particles enter the channel at the edge of
the channel, which can be arranged simply with a buffer
flow, the trajectories can be seen in Fig. 7b; the small parti-
cles pass through the centre part of the channels, as with any
membrane when the larger particles obstruct the pathway of
the smaller particles, filtration performance is hindered. As
such, the bolus must be limited in size such that it doesn't
hinder this trajectory; the number of 10 μm particles (the
largest used in these experiments) trapped is plotted against
the height of the bolus in Fig. 7a, and the volume of these
trapped particles represents almost perfect packing. Clearly,
additional trapping capacity would be expected with wider
channels or potentially by offsetting the focal region of the
acoustic field away from the centre of the channel to divert
the trajectory of the small particles.

Particle sorting of mixed particle inputs is demonstrated
in Fig. 8, including 10.36 μm and 5.0 μm particles (yellow
and green), using a λSAW = 20 μm wavelength device operating
at 194 MHz. In Fig. 8(a)–(c), the applied power and flow rate
have been specifically adjusted to capture the greatest num-
ber of larger particles (95 ± 5%), whilst all the smaller parti-
cles pass through the field. As seen in Fig. 8(c), once the mix-
ture consisting of 10.36 μm and 5.0 μm particles (flowing
from left to right) arrive to the established standing pressure
field, the larger particles are selectively retained. As discussed
previously and as indicated in the numerical model, the
larger 10.36 μm particles are captured and follow the outer
edge of the sound field (inclined to the flow field) to the
lower edge of the chamber, while the smaller 5.0 μm particles
pass through the sound field along the pressure nodes. Once
the sound field is turned off, the trapped particles are re-
leased (Fig. 8d). The released larger particles will follow a
path adjacent to the lower side of the chamber; as such, they
could be collected from multiple outlets downstream. How-
ever, we envisage that the primary use of this function is the
dispensing of the smaller particles from an open ended chan-
nel, followed by release and dispensing of the larger
particles.

To emphasise the scalability of the system, in
Fig. 8(e and f), different populations of mixed particle sizes
are sorted: firstly, 8 μm particles are sorted from 5 μm using
a 15 μm wavelength device, corresponding to a 7.5 μm device
pitch. Similarly, 10.36 μm particles are sorted from 7 μm par-
ticles using a device pitch of 10 μm (in this case, a composite
image consisting of two images is shown due to the need to
switch optical filters).

Conclusions

A deterministic SAW-based sorting and filtration mechanism
has been demonstrated. It utilises high frequency standing
acoustic pressure fields, established by the generation of
counter-propagating focused surface acoustic waves. In the
regime where the surface acoustic wavelength approaches
that of the particle diameter, a novel behaviour has been

identified and utilized for selective particle filtration. Parti-
cles smaller than the critical diameter, dictated by a balance
between acoustic power and flow rate, are permitted to pass
through the virtual pores formed at acoustic nodal locations
that translate through the field. Larger particles, however, are
retained at the leading edge of the sound field by acoustic ra-
diation forces.
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This chapter aims to seek an in-depth understanding of the

effects arising due to the incidence of a travelling surface

acoustic wave (TSAW) through a microfluidic channel. As

opposed to the literature that broadly overlook the influence

of diffraction, here we explore the significance of diffractive

patterns in a travelling SAW system.

4
Diffraction Driven Mechanisms

4.1 Overview

Chapter 3 explores the effect of elevated frequencies in a SAW-actuated system and in doing

so aims to exploit a capability that is hard, if at all possible, to achieve with BAW systems.

By reducing the SAW wavelength to the dimension of an individual particle, a novel and

highly sensitive filtration system was developed to trap particles of a certain size profile

against a flow. In this chapter, another facet of SAW is explored which is not available in

BAW systems. Here, a single SAW is used to create a travelling sound field in microfluidic

channel, and the resulting manipulation is studied. Under the effect of travelling SAW field,

the current literature mainly reports continuous unidirectional migration of particles in the

SAW propagation direction. Here, we realise that this mono-directional particle translation

is one effect amongst many. By considering the influence of diffractive effects, a significant

phenomenon that is broadly overlooked in the present theoretical and experimental literature,

a scenario is realised wherein trapping of particles into stable locations occur in a travelling

SAW system. By numerically modelling and experimentally characterising a travelling SAW

system, we have identified five distinct mechanisms in an individual system. Firstly, diffractive

effects on the substrate and at the intersection of LN-channel give rise to a pressure field

with complex amplitude patterns. The resultant ARF act to trap particles orthogonal (due

to substrate diffraction) and parallel (due to LN-channel diffraction) to the propagation

direction. Secondly, the acoustic streaming gives rise to fluid swirling in two orthogonal
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planes; lateral vortices at the peripheral regions, and vertical vortices within the extent of

the SAW beam. Finally, the migration of particles along the propagation direction.

4.2 Publication

The following publication was reproduced from [242] with kind permission from the Royal Soci-

ety of Chemistry.
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Surface acoustic wave diffraction driven
mechanisms in microfluidic systems†

Armaghan Fakhfouri, a Citsabehsan Devendran, a Thomas Albrecht,b

David J. Collins, cde Andreas Winkler,f Hagen Schmidtf and Adrian Neild *a

Acoustic forces arising from high-frequency surface acoustic waves (SAW) underpin an exciting range of

promising techniques for non-contact manipulation of fluid and objects at micron scale. Despite increasing

significance of SAW-driven technologies in microfluidics, the understanding of a broad range of phenom-

ena occurring within an individual SAW system is limited. Acoustic effects including streaming and radiation

force fields are often assumed to result from wave propagation in a simple planar fashion. The propagation

patterns of a single SAW emanating from a finite-width source, however, cause a far richer range of physi-

cal effects. In this work, we seek a better understanding of the various effects arising from the incidence of

a finite-width SAW beam propagating into a quiescent fluid. Through numerical and experimental verifica-

tion, we present five distinct mechanisms within an individual system. These cause fluid swirling in two or-

thogonal planes, and particle trapping in two directions, as well as migration of particles in the direction of

wave propagation. For a range of IDT aperture and channel dimensions, the relative importance of these

mechanisms is evaluated.

1. Introduction

Manipulation of particles is key for tasks such as sorting, pat-
terning and concentration within microfluidic chips. Manipu-
lation can take place using passive physical features to give
rise to hydrodynamic interaction which result in motion along
fluid streamlines.1–4 Alternatively, active methods employ ex-
ternal force fields, arising from magnetic,5,6 dielectrophoretic
(DEP),7,8 optical9,10 or acoustical11 effects, to act on the
suspended objects.

Ultrasonic excitation generates acoustic forces acting both
on suspended matter and the fluid itself. In addition, the
straightforward on-chip integration, non-contact and bio-
compatible nature12 of acoustic methods has made them par-
ticularly interesting for biologically oriented microfluidic

systems.13–15 Two key approaches have been established, the
use of bulk acoustic waves16–18 (BAW) and surface acoustic
waves19–22 (SAW). In BAW systems, a piezoelectric component
which is adhered to the microfluidic chip is used as an excita-
tion source. Waves couple into the fluid, which is typically
contained within materials such as silicon and glass, in which
strong reflections occur. By choice of a suitable excitation
field, the resulting standing wave will become resonant, yield-
ing sufficient forces to push particles to the planes of either
the pressure nodes or antinodes. This means that the pres-
sure field is restricted to the resonant modes of the fluid
volume.23–26

SAWs are excited by a pair of comb-shaped electrodes on a
piezoelectric substrate. By selecting a suitable frequency of os-
cillation, the waves which propagate from each electrode
along the surface of the substrate interfere constructively. As
the resonance required to maximise the amplitudes of excita-
tion occurs due to this constructive interference, the fre-
quency of operation is dictated by the pattern and spacing of
the electrodes and not the fluid volume dimensions. Thus, it
is not necessary to include interfaces which ensure high de-
grees of reflection; typical SAW systems use a fluid volume
contained in polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), a material which
has lower acoustic impedance to that of water. Accordingly, a
travelling surface acoustic wave27 (TSAW) can be excited,
where acoustic energy passes through the fluid and into the
PDMS bulk, in which it is then damped. In contrast, standing
surface acoustic waves28,29 (SSAW) can be excited by the use
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of counter-propagating TSAWs. SAW-driven systems have
found applications in droplet generation,30 merging,31

steering32 and splitting,33 atomization,34,35 particle pattern-
ing,36,37 size-based sorting38–40 and filtration.41

Ultrasonic manipulation of particles requires the use of
steady state forces, these arise through two main mechanisms.
The propagation of a sound field in a fluid results in body
forces being exerted on the fluid, giving rise to acoustic
streaming,42–44 where the resulting circulating flows entrain
suspended particles.45,46 The ultrasonic field also generates
acoustic radiation forces47 (ARF) which act directly on the
suspended matter. The force field in a travelling wave copouled
into the fluid, pushes particles in the direction of wave propa-
gation,48 whilst in a standing wave particles are pushed to-
wards pressure nodes49 or antinodes50 depending on the
acoustic contrast of the suspended particle in a given sur-
rounding medium. As the force profiles are different for each
mechanism, establishing the dominant force is key to under-
standing the resulting behaviour. In the case of BAW systems,
the sound field has been modelled,51–54 the streaming flows
predicted,44–46 and the size dependent nature of the force dom-
inance has been described; there being a minimum particle
size above which collection occurs within the standing wave.44

However, the complexity of SAW systems is still being elu-
cidated. For example, a recent study examined the dominant
force affecting particle behaviour outcomes in a SSAW, show-
ing that the dominant effect is both size and location depen-
dant;45 this location dependence is not present in BAW. In
addition, many recent studies, have added depth to the ap-
proximations made about SAW-driven microfluidics and chal-
lenged some of the assumptions commonly made. Firstly, in
TSAW systems it is assumed that particles migrate away from
the ultrasonic source. However, through a series of experi-
ments, Destgeer et al. showed that an anechoic corner exists
in which no migration of particles is observed.55–57 Secondly,
diffraction of the ultrasonic wave arising from a discontinuity
introduced by the channel wall, means that particles can be
held in spatial periodic patterns within a TSAW system,58,59

whereas the periodic nature of this outcome is usually only
expected for SSAW excitation. Thirdly, the counter-
propagation of two waves excited by separate sets of
electrodes need not lead to standing waves and so periodic
patterning. Rather, it can result in a single, movable, trap-
ping location if two slightly different frequencies are used.60

Finally, the distinction between SSAW and TSAW systems has
been challenged, with the attenuation of each counter-
propagating TSAW (used to establish a SSAW) meaning that
different parts of a channel can be dominated by TSAW or
SSAW, a fact that yields an accurate sorting mechanism.61

In light of these developments, which have highlighted
the complexity of SAW systems and in each case used them
advantageously, this work carefully examines the behaviour
of particles in a TSAW field. In doing so, this study expounds
the key features of a complex acoustic field resulting from
diffraction patterns of a travelling SAW through a three-
dimensional spatial system. The outcomes are discussed in

terms of diffraction effects which lead to multiple distinct
particle patterning behaviours in the propagation and lateral
directions under the influence of ARF. Additionally, stream-
ing effects occur both at the sides of the TSAW beam and
within its extent. The relative influence of these effects are
compared for high frequency acoustic beams produced by a
series of finite-width interdigitated transducers (187.5 μm,
375 μm, 750 μm, 1500 μm wide), in channels of a range of di-
mensions (100 μm and 200 μm width and 26 μm, 35 μm and
46.5 μm height) and increasing distances from the IDT (680
μm, 1400 μm and 2050 μm).

2. System mechanics

Application of an oscillating electrical signal to each
electrode patterned on the piezoelectric substrate is used to
generate substrate waves. An interdigitated transducer (IDT)
is formed by patterning multiple electrodes in a periodic pat-
tern dictated by the intended frequency of operation. Exciting
the system at the synchronous frequency will result in each
electrode's vibration to constructively interfere and generate
a surface acoustic wave to propagate across the surface of the
piezoelectric substrate. A TSAW couples into an overlying
fluid in the form of a plane wave propagating at the Rayleigh
angle θR = arcsinĲc0/cs) where c0 and cs represent the speed of
sound in the liquid and the SAW phase velocity of the sub-
strate, respectively. However, a complete description of the
ensuing sound field must also consider the inherent diffrac-
tion of the waves. This is important in determining the spa-
tial amplitude of the wavefront; this is true for both the SAW
in the substrate and the wave coupled into the fluid. Diffrac-
tion can be accounted for by the Huygens–Fresnel princi-
ple.62 This describes each vibrating point as a source of a
spherical wavefront which interfere with each other, resulting
in spatial amplitude variations. Typically, the impulse re-
sponse of a system describes geometrically the arrival of each
wavefront from all source locations, which is then convolved
with the actual excitation waveform.62,63 The locations in the
sound field of maximum amplitude are those at which these
secondary wavefronts constructively interfere. An alternative
description, using a mathematical simplification, considers a
source as consisting of an emitter of a plane wave and edge
waves from the perimeter of the aperture.58,63 These diffrac-
tion effects can strongly influence acoustic streaming and
ARF, as these forces depend on the amplitude and gradient
of the pressure field.

The acoustic radiation force acts directly on particles ex-
posed to an ultrasonic field. For a particle radius much
smaller than the acoustic wavelength (a ≪ λSAW) the time-
averaged resultant radiation force is given by eqn (1),45,64 de-
rived using perturbation theory, considering continuity and
the Navier–Stokes equation:

(1)
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where the asterisk indicates complex conjugates and [] the
real part. P1 and v1 are the first order pressure and velocity
field and factors f1 and f2 are given by:

(2a)

and

(2b)

where,

(2c)

(2d)

κ0 = 1/(ρ0c0
2) and κp denote the compressibility of the liquid

and particle respectively, ρ0 and ρp represent density of liquid
and particles respectively, ω is the angular frequency of exci-
tation and η is the shear viscosity coefficient of the fluid. As
can be seen in eqn (1), both terms are a measure of the
sound field (either pressure or fluid particle velocity) and the
gradient of that term. The effect of taking the complex conju-
gate of these two terms means that the time variations, due
to the oscillation of the harmonic sound field, are removed.
Accordingly, the acoustic radiation force is a steady state
force which acts to translate or capture particles over a much
longer time scale than the time period of the excitation. The
most common description of particle behaviour resulting
from exposure to a travelling wave is migration in the direc-
tion of propagation. However, in this work, we will also inves-
tigate the role of diffraction in generating forces to trap parti-
cles in both lines parallel to the microfluidic channel edge
(we term this parallel trapping) and into clumps along the
channel length (orthogonal trapping), as depicted in Fig. 1a.

An additional mechanism, acoustic streaming is a steady
flow driven by Reynolds stresses. Reynolds stress is the body
force, given in eqn (3a),45,65 that arises as a result of the
time-averaged first-order acoustic momentum flux gradient.
Acoustic streaming velocity, v2 is obtained by equating the
Reynolds stress to the time-averaged second order terms
given in eqn (3b).45,65 Acoustic streaming in turn induces a
drag force on a suspended particle that affects particle migra-
tion behaviour. For a spherical particle, this is governed by
the Stokes drag equation (eqn (3c)).

〈F〉 = ρ0〈(v1·∇)v1 + v1∇·v1〉 (3a)

(3b)

Fdrag = 6πηa(v2 − vp) (3c)

where P2 and v2 are the second-order (steady state) pressure
and velocity field respectively. η' represents the bulk viscosity
coefficient and vp is particle's velocity. Again, as with the
acoustic radiation force, the time-averaged force magnitude
scales with the spatial gradient of the pressure and velocity
fields.

In this work, the excitation of a travelling wave gives rise
to a steady swirling flow at the periphery of the finite-width
SAW beam due to the large velocity gradient at this location
in the width (x) direction (which we term peripheral stream-
ing). In addition, due to the diffraction lobes in the plane or-
thogonal to the electrodes (x–z plane), a significant swirling
motion is observed within the aperture of the IDT. These vor-
tices occur about an axis parallel to the channel length (lobe
streaming). These streaming based mechanisms are also
depicted in Fig. 1a. Here, we examine the interactions of par-
ticles with a combined influence of ARF and streaming in a
travelling wave system and how the relative influence of the
effects depend on channel geometry, channel position and
actuation power. This excitation gives rise to five distinct
acoustofluidic actuation mechanisms beyond the standard
propagation driven migration (Fig. 1a); an example of the re-
sults of streaming and ARF is shown in Fig. 1b. Fig. 1c de-
picts the streaming-driven vortices.

3. Methods

The device used in this work consists of a narrow micro-
fluidic channel which is bonded onto a piezoelectric SAW de-
vice as shown in Fig. 1d. SAWs are produced using a straight
interdigital transducer (IDT) designed with sets of 19, 14, 9,
and 7 connected metallic finger pairs with overlapping width
(aperture) of 187.5 μm, 375 μm, 750 μm and 1500 μm respec-
tively. The IDT, with 21 μm pitch (operating at 180 MHz), are
composed of a conductive 200 nm aluminium layer on top of
a chromium adhesion layer deposited on a piezoelectric 128°
rotated Y-cut X propagating lithium niobate (LiNbO3; LN)
substrate using an e-beam evaporator. A 270 nm thick layer
of SiO2 was then deposited to insulate the electrodes from
corrosion and to promote PDMS–LN bonding.

The experiments used a quiescent homogenous solution of
fluorescent 1 μm polystyrene particles (Magsphere, Pasadena,
CA, USA) and water diluted with 0.2% polyethylene glycol
(PEG), which filled the rectangular microfluidic channel. To
study the influence of channel geometry on the streaming
flows and particle patterning within the system, 100 μm and
200 μm wide (along x-direction, see Fig. 1a) and 26 μm, 35 μm
and 45.6 μm high (along z-direction) microfluidic channels
casted in polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, 1 : 10 ratio of curing
agent/polymer) were utilized. Upon application of an AC signal
using a signal generator (Rohde and Schwarz HAMEG
HM8134-3), particle behaviour was visualized via a fluorescence
microscope (Olympus BX43) coupled with compatible light
source (Olympus URFL-T). A PixeLink (PL-B782U usb2) CCD
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colour camera was used to capture the migration behaviour
digitally. All spatial 2D measurements of particle collection
were conducted via image intensity analysis using MATLAB.

To further investigate the effects of the system, a simpli-
fied 2-dimensional fully coupled LN substrate and a fluid do-
main was modelled using COMSOL Multiphysics v5.1. The
relevant LN substrate properties were rotated to accommo-
date for the particular crystal cut orientation used experimen-
tally. The single set of IDT were represented by equipotential
lines on the piezoelectric solid domain, mimicking the IDT
patterns used in the experiments, excited with a harmonic
voltage potential (using a coupled electrostatic module) oscil-
lating at the frequency of operation. This was then fully
coupled to the fluid domain, modelled using the
thermoviscous set of equations (thermoacoustic module
within COMSOL Multiphysics) to accurately capture the pres-
sure and velocity fluctuations. This approach is similar to
that of previous publications44,45 with the exception that an

assumed input displacement/velocity profile is not needed,
as the coupled solid LN substrate is present. The PDMS ceil-
ing of the fluid domain was modelled using an impedance
boundary condition (this assumes that the thickness of the
PDMS cover exceeds the attenuation length; as with the ex-
perimental device). However, the PDMS side walls were
modelled with a coupled acoustic pressure domain consisting
of a PDMS block 50 μm wide on either side (similar to that of
the PDMS wall thickness in experiments). The floor of the
PDMS blocks were coupled to the solid LN substrate, which
allows for the SAW displacement amplitude decay as well as
any effects that arise due to the acoustic transmission
through the PDMS wall into the fluid. There is no significant
influence on the pressure field in the fluid domain arising
from the pressure field in the PDMS block on either side, in
line with observations reported by Collins et al.59,66

To obtain the second order streaming fields (i.e. v2), a
laminar flow stationary study is carried out. The known first

Fig. 1 Visualisation of the combined acoustic streaming field and acoustic radiation force resulting from incidence of fluid and a TSAW generated
by a finite-width set of IDT. (a) Conceptual illustration of particle behaviour upon interaction with the SAW-field depicting five distinct key mecha-
nisms; (1) migration of particles in the direction of TSAW propagation, (2) peripheral streaming vortex (x–y plane) at the SAW beam's edges, (3) lobe
streaming vortices (x–z plane) within the extent of SAW beam, (4) orthogonal trapping of particles along the y-direction due to diffraction patterns
on the oscillating LN substrate along the TSAW propagation, (5) parallel trapping of particles (along the x-direction) as a result of diffraction in the
fluid arising from the knife edge at the far end. (b) The mechanisms are experimentally visualized within an aqueous quiescent solution of 1 μm
polystyrene particles subjected to a TSAW. (c) Streamlines of the acoustic streaming field generated by the TSAW-beam. Within (i-top view) the red
region indicates high acoustic intensity which decreases as the colour fades to blue, and subsequently white (minimum intensity). The vertical vor-
tices in the x–z plane shown in (ii-cross-sectional view) are extracted from the dashed white lines in fig. (i). (d) 3D rendered image of the experi-
mental setup depicting key resultant mechanisms. Scale bars are 100 μm.
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order velocity fields from the solved thermoviscous set of
equations are utilised to calculate the body force (i.e. Reyn-
old's stress) as in eqn (3a), which in turn is used to drive the
fluid flow, resulting in the acoustic streaming fields. All the
relevant parameters and properties used in the model are
given in Table S1 provided in ESI.†

4. Results and discussion

In a typical travelling wave system, whereby the wave is prop-
agating orthogonally to a microfluidic channel and interacts
with suspended matter (i.e. particles or droplets), the matters
are pushed in the direction of wave propagation, conforming
to present theoretical67 and experimental literature. This ef-
fect has been used for sorting,68 droplet displacement69 and
on-chip fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS).67,70,71

Similarly, we observe monodirectional translation of the
particles, but our experiments show that it is one effect
amongst many. When particles within a static aqueous solu-
tion are exposed to a finite-width TSAW beam they also expe-
rience acoustic radiation force due to the complex amplitude
pattern caused by diffraction, as well as a drag force induced
by acoustic streaming. The relative strength of these two
forces, which varies spatially, dictates particle translation be-
haviour. As such, we describe a total of five distinct mecha-
nisms that occur within a SAW system. These are, firstly, mi-
gration in the direction of TSAW propagation. Secondly,
peripheral streaming, which consists of lateral streaming vor-
tices at the vicinity of the SAW beam (x–y plane). These ex-
tend across the entire width of the microfluidic channel (x-
direction). Thirdly, lobe streaming which causes vertical vorti-
ces (x–z plane) along the channel length (y-direction). These
occur at the channel edge closest to the SAW-beam source
and (in our experiments) are at a much smaller length scale
compared to peripheral streaming. Fourthly, orthogonal trap-
ping which creates particle aggregation in clumps along the
length of channel (y-direction), and finally, parallel trapping,
which forms periodic particle patterning across the micro-
fluidic channel width (x-direction).

Whereas previous numerical and experimental studies
have focused on some of these mechanisms individually,
here we capture all these effects simultaneously in a single
experimental set up, as shown in Fig. 2. This allows us to ex-
amine the underlying mechanisms and the alteration in par-
ticle behaviour (corresponding to geometric parameters of

Fig. 2 Experimental results of cross-over between streaming dominated to acoustic radiation dominated migration of (1 μm) particles, corre-
sponding to distinct IDT apertures (d) as well as channel widths (W). 21 μm wavelength TSAW (at 180 MHz frequency and 15 dBm generator power
level) vary in their aperture sizes. Peripheral streaming dominated translation of particles is visualized in fig. (a and b) and (e and f). In between the
peripheral streaming, ARF dominates and orthogonal as well as parallel trapping occurs as visualized in systems driven by 1500 μm (d & h) and 750
μm (c & g) aperture IDTs. All channels have a dimension H = 35 μm high. Scale bar is 200 μm in (a–d) and 100 μm in (e–h).

Fig. 3 Travelling SAW results in particle migration in the propagation
direction. (a) Experimental visualisation of 1 μm particle behaviour
existing within a channel (H = 35 μm, W = 200 μm), as a 21 μm
wavelength TSAW (at 180 MHz frequency and 15 dBm generator
power level) interacts with the particles. (b) Normalized mean image
intensity along the x direction of the area bounded within the white
square in (a) as a function of x location indicating that most particles
are located away from the IDT, i.e. as we move from x = 200 μm
towards x = 0, showing that particles are displaced in the direction of
TSAW propagation. Scale bar is 200 μm.
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transducers as well as the channel dimensions) in the follow-
ing subsections.

4.1. Propagation migration

The most commonly described effect of TSAW is the migra-
tion of particles in the direction of propagation. This has
been very effectively used for sized-based particle separa-
tion.48,68,72 Destgeer et al.55 describe an area of the channel,
along the channel edge nearest the ultrasound source, in
which this doesn't occur, which they term an anechoic cor-
ner. Our work will show that behaviour in this area is domi-
nated by streaming (lobe streaming), however outside this
area we see a rich range of particle behaviour.

Nonetheless, underlying this, we do see an increase in par-
ticle concentration at the channel edge furthest from the
IDT, consistent with migration in the direction of wave prop-
agation. Fig. 3 shows the fluorescence intensity measured
across the width of the channel, clearly showing an increase
in particle numbers away from the source. For this particle
size, the intensity is periodic arising from an additional

mechanisms that we have identified, however, if the channel
width were increased this would diminish65 and propagation
migration would dominate.

4.2. Peripheral streaming

At the edges of the ultrasonic beam, substantial lateral vorti-
ces (within the x–y plane) occur. In this location, large spatial
gradients in pressure can be expected which will generate sig-
nificant body forces on the fluid, according to eqn (3a). These
vortices have previously been used for nanoparticle manipu-
lation,42,73,74 making use of the tendency for particles to be
diverted into inner rotating streamlines and eventually focus
them at the centre of the swirling fluid. This feature can be
seen at each end of the channel along the length direction
(besides the IDT aperture) in Fig. 2, with the size of the vor-
tex extending the full width of the channel.

The formation of the ultrasonic SAW beam occurs in the
substrate, hence, a laser Doppler vibrometer (LDV) scan has

Fig. 4 (a) Amplitude distribution of surface-normal displacement pat-
terns on the LN substrate extending across IDT aperture measured via
laser Doppler vibrometer (LDV). An IDT (consisting of 7 finger pairs)
with d = 750 μm was used here (operating at applied generator voltage
= 2.5 V and the frequency = 180 MHz). Dashed lines represent distinct
channel locations used experimentally. (b)–(d) Magnitude of substrate-
normal displacement as a function of y location. The displacement
have unit of μm.

Fig. 5 (a) Spacing between the center of each peripheral vortex for
four different IDT aperture (d) and three different channel locations
(D). The experimental images from (a) 187.5 μm and (b) 750 μm IDT are
presented. (b) The spacing between inner edge of the peripheral
vortices (shown with a double arrow between dashed lines) are 573
μm 468.6 μm and 428.3 μm for D of 680 μm, 1400 μm and 2050 μm
respectively. Scale bar is 100 μm.
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been performed (scan resolution = 10.5 μm) to characterise
the width of the beam emerging from a 750 μm wide IDT op-
erated at 180 MHz frequency and 18 dBm generator power
level with no channel attached. The resultant displacement
field arises from diffraction effects within the substrate which
occur because of the finite IDT aperture. Across the TSAW
beam, the area of maximum amplitude is in front of the IDT,
though its width varies with propagation distance. Within the
beam there are regions of higher and lower displacement am-
plitudes. Fig. 4 shows line scan data at three distinct dis-
tances (D) from the IDT. The distance between the peak dis-
placements in the beam decreases with propagation distance.

Fig. 5a shows the experimental data taken for four differ-
ent aperture widths and 3 distinct channel locations along

the SAW beam. In every case the distance between the centre
of each peripheral vortex is measured. By defining vortical
spacing as a function of IDT aperture with the slope of 0.9,
(vortical spacing = 0.9 aperture), it can be seen that in each
case the separation distance is smaller than the IDT width
(x-axis), in line with the LDV data. However, the downside is
that this measure combines information about where the
edge of the vortex is with the size of the vortex. To better
compare how the vortex location changes with channel loca-
tion, in Fig. 5b, the images from the 750 μm IDT are
presented and the distance between the inner edge of the
vortices (extremity of the swirling flow) is measured, some-
thing which is more easily seen in the experimental videos.
For larger propagation distances the vortex edges are closer
together, measuring 573 μm, 468 μm and 428 μm at propaga-
tion distances of 680 μm, 1400 μm and 2050 μm, respectively.
This is expected as observed from the narrowing beam seen
in the LDV scan (Fig. 4), in which the separation between the
two locations of maximum displacement on either side of the
beam is 580 μm, 537 μm and 494 μm. The relationship be-
tween the separation between peaks in the displacement field
and the edges of the resulting vortices is complicated by the
complex link between body force generation, the resulting
fluid motion and by the omission of a channel in the LDV
scan. However, it is clear that the vortex separation is some-
what smaller than the peak to peak beam width, as expected.

4.3. Lobe streaming

Within the area between the two lateral vortices, some parti-
cles are influenced predominately by ARF and others by
acoustic streaming induced drag forces, this spatial variation
in which mechanism is dominant was shown by Devendran
et al.45 for a SSAW system, and is similarly observed here.
Within this region we observe a vortex near the channel edge
that occurs in the x–z plane.

The result of our numerical model, Fig. 6a, considers the
absolute pressure field in a plane across the channel width
(x–z plane with reference to Fig. 1a). As such it captures the
diffraction which occurs in the fluid. The “anechoic cor-
ner”55,56 an area of low pressure at the channel edge closest
to the IDT, can be seen. The diffraction lobes which are
formed, are present as areas of high pressure, the first of
which occurs at approximately the Rayleigh angle and marks
the boundary of the anechoic corner. In this region, the 1 μm
particles follow the fluid streamlines. Fig. 6b shows the pre-
dicted flow field in this plane, and shows a streaming vortex
within the anechoic corner. As the lobe streaming vortex is
driven by the first diffraction lobe, emerging from the sub-
strate at an angle close to the Rayleigh angle, a change in
channel height can be expected to change the extent of the
vortex in an approximately linear manner. Fig. 6c, which
compares simulation and experimental data, shows that this
is indeed the case. In addition, the data (Fig. 6c inset) dem-
onstrates that an increase in channel width also increases
the extent of the vertical vortex. From Fig. 6b, it can be seen

Fig. 6 Surface plot for a 100 μm wide, 46.5 μm high channel of the (a)
time-averaged absolute pressure field 〈|P1|〉 and (b) streamlines illus-
trating the simulated streaming field (λSAW = 21 μm) along the channels'
width. (c) Extent of the lobe streaming as a function of channel height
H and width W. Numerical results (dashed lines) are compared with ex-
perimental results (solid lines). The error bars indicate standard error.
Pressure and velocity surface plots have units of Pa and m s−1 respec-
tively. Scale bars are 20 μm.
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that the lobe vortex drives a weaker vortex across the rest of
the channel width, where an increase in channel width re-
sults in a weakened secondary vortex. This, in turn, allows
the lobe vortex to grow in size. This increase in size is, how-
ever, small compared to the increase in channel width, indi-
cating that at larger widths there is considerably more chan-
nel area, in which streaming is not dominant.

4.4. Orthogonal trapping

It is only in areas which are less influenced by streaming that
particle patterning can be observed. This occurs between the
two peripheral streaming vortices and beyond the extent of
the lobe vortex, it is in this region that ARF dominates. These
patterns can be seen in Fig. 2, for the two wider IDT widths
(750 μm and 1500 μm). The particles' location is dictated by
radiation forces acting in both the x and y-directions. Such
patterns occur due to diffraction of the TSAW in both the
substrate and the fluid. We examine the formation of these
patterns in two stages, firstly dealing with the periodic clus-
tering along the length of the channel (orthogonal trapping),
and then subsequently examining the periodicity across the
channel width (parallel trapping). Whilst the spacing between
the peripheral streaming vortices is related to the width of
the SAW beam as it diffracts in the substrate, orthogonal
trapping is caused by finer details within the diffraction pat-
tern. It can be seen from the LDV data in Fig. 4a that there
are ripples in the displacement amplitudes across the width
of the beam. This data is captured from a bare chip, thus,
the diffraction causing these ripples is entirely on the sub-
strate. Generally, in ultrasonic beamforming, the nearfield

pressure amplitude (in a fluid bound wave) has a complex
distribution of peaks and troughs arranged laterally across
the beam width. For increasing distances from the IDT, these
features remain present but diminish in quantity and the
spacing tends to increase. Consider the width of the IDT to
be a series of point sources, in line with Huygens–Fresnel
principle; at a point in front of the aperture the distance to
each of these point sources will differ, hence the phase of
each wavelet is different. This governs the resulting ampli-
tude at that location. If the point is further from the aperture,
this difference in phase from each point source is smaller.
The resulting features in the displacement field are therefore
larger in size. These features can be seen more clearly in the
line scans across the width of the beam (Fig. 4b–d). It can be
seen that for the line scan closer to the IDT that the features
are indeed finer and more numerous. In addition, it can be
seen that the inter-trough spacing is wider at each edge of
the beam than in the middle.

In order to demonstrate that orthogonal trapping is due to
substrate diffraction, we have examined the patterns formed
using channels located at different distances from the IDT.
Fig. 7 shows this data, with the spacing between clusters plot-
ted against cluster location for three different channel loca-
tions and two IDT widths (the curves are fitted and intended
simply to visually tie the relevant data points together). When
comparing with the LDV measurement (Fig. 4), we must bear
in mind that these measurements are made in the absence of
the channel, and that the measurement plane is on the sub-
strate surface and not in the fluid. Nonetheless, the trends
match well. The experimental data shows that the spacing
(ΔY) between the particle clusters are larger at the edges of

Fig. 7 Spacing of particle aggregation as a function of y locations with y = 0 corresponding to the rightmost approximated edge of the SAW-
beam. Experimental results for three distinct channel/IDT distances (D) shown for devices, each consisting of an IDT with (a) d = 750 μm and (b) d
= 1500 μm. The error bars indicate standard error. Scale bar is 100 μm.
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the beam, and that the feature spacings are larger when the
channel is positioned further from the IDT. The variation in
separation across the width of the IDT is clearly indicative
that this is not simply a case of reflections causing a wave to
be established along the length of the channel, as this would
have yielded regularly spaced clustering.

4.5. Parallel trapping

Particle clustering also takes place across the width of the
channel. This is due to diffraction which occurs in the cross-
sectional plane of the channel (x–z plane in Fig. 1a). As the
SAW couples into the microfluidic channel, its finite width
acts as an aperture and diffraction ensues. As with the dif-
fraction in the substrate, the geometry of the system dictates
that the particles are within the near-field of the sound field,
in this region lobes of maximum pressure occur. Devendran
et al.58 showed that the diffraction in this plane can cause
particle trapping across the width of the channel, though in
their paper, this trapping was located at the edge of the chan-
nel closest to the IDT. In the systems studied here, the width
of the channels are considerably smaller, so the effect
stretches across the full width of the channel. However at the
edge nearest the IDT these patterns are disturbed by the lobe
vortex.

Fig. 8 highlights the patterns and shows a model of the
pressure field in this plane. The first pressure lobe is easily
seen and occurs at approximately the Rayleigh angle. More
careful inspection also reveals other lobes at lower angles
which result in variation in the amplitude of the absolute
pressure across the width of the channel. Upon actuation,
the particles are pushed along these structures in the sound
field to the top of the channel where they are held in the lo-

cal pressure minima. Due to the angled nature of these lobes,
a higher channel will result in wider separation between the
clusters, and likewise the structures nearest to the far wall
should be separated by the greatest distances. Both these
trends are seen in the experimental and simulation data
shown in Fig. 8c, in which image intensities are analysed to
precisely identify particle alignment positions across the
channel's width. The spacing of the particles is plotted
against the location of each set of particles in the x (opposite
to propagation) direction with both distances normalized by
the SAW wavelength. It should be noted that these features
are not due to reflection of the fluid bound wave from the
channel wall, firstly, this reflection is highly inefficient, an
analysis of the acoustic impedance mismatch shows that only
approximately 4% of the acoustic energy is reflected.70 Sec-
ondly, if this were the case, the separation between the lines
should be consistently 0.5λSAW regardless of channel width or
height, not the case here.

The experimental images of particle behaviour have been
used to identify five mechanisms. Of these, propagation mi-
gration is well understood and widely described in the litera-
ture. The analysis performed has allowed the other four
mechanisms to be related to diffraction in the substrate
(yielding peripheral streaming and orthogonal patterning)
and in the fluid (yielding lobe streaming and parallel
patterning).

5. Conclusion

In this study, we have experimentally investigated various
phenomena arising from the incidence of a propagating
finite-width SAW beam into an enclosed quiescent fluid. The
Huygens–Fresnel principle, wherein superposition of edge

Fig. 8 (a) Experimental results demonstrating the observed parallel trapping along channel width (W = 100 μm, H = 35 μm) driven by IDT (λSAW =
21 μm, d = 1500 μm). The image (i) is an inset of a particular section in (ii) bounded by the white rectangle. (iii) Peaks in y-averaged image intensity
indicates particle alignment locations. (b) Numerical model depicting the first-order time-averaged absolute pressure field 〈|P1|〉 established within
the channel. (c) The spacing between parallel trapping locations (in experimental observations represented with solid lines) as well as minimum
pressure locations (numerical results for a W = 100 μm, H = 35 μm channel shown in dashed lines) as a function of x locations, normalized by λSAW.
The error bars indicate standard error. Pressure surface plot has unit of Pa. Scale bars are 30 μm and 100 μm in (a)(i) and (a)(ii) respectively.
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waves with planar waves yield rather complex diffraction pat-
terns in the propagating TSAW is utilized to describe experi-
mental findings, aided by numerical simulations. Acoustic ra-
diation force arises from pressure field distributions in the
fluid, with configurations significantly affected by diffraction
effects in the propagating TSAW within the fluid and along
fluid/LN interface. The resultant radiation force translates
particles to the stabilised pressure minima locations despite
the TSAW's continuous propagation. As such, distinct particle
patterning along channel width and length parallel and or-
thogonal to the propagation direction are achieved respec-
tively. In addition, streaming is observed in the form of large
lateral vortices at the periphery regions of the ultrasonic
beam, and a vertical vortex between the channel edge and
first diffraction lobe. The cross over from streaming-
dominated to radiation-dominated behaviour of particles de-
pend on the geometries of IDT as well as that of the micro-
fluidic channel. These findings and observations give rise to
a better understanding of the underlying physics in SAW-
driven technologies that can be achieved, which is essential
in unlocking the full potential of such systems and introduc-
ing a broader range of applications.
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This chapter explores the role of particle size, as a function

of frequency and power, in travelling surface acoustic

wave (TSAW) systems. The transition between distinct

behaviour of particles is characterised, and in contrary to

the present literature, here the periodic patterning arise

from diffractive effects are taken into account.

5
Size-dependant Behaviour of Particles

5.1 Overview

The present literature on travelling SAW broadly discuss two physical phenomena; particles

drifting along TSAW propagation direction (driven by acoustic radiation force) and particle

swirling in continuous vortices (driven by acoustic streaming). As a result, discussions

on the transitions in particles behaviour typically focus on the transition between these

two behaviours. In an experimental study, Skowronek et al [230] introduce a dimensionless

parameter, κ, that determines the cross-over from streaming dominated to radiation dominated

behaviour. However, this parameter is an oversimplification and as discussed in chapter 4,

there are other force regimes that are previously overlooked.

In chapter 4 various mechanisms coexisting in an individual travelling SAW system were

discussed, where a scenario was introduced in TSAW systems in which patterning of particles

in a spatial manner takes place. This effect is arisen by the complex amplitude in diffractive

patterns. Here we further delve into this effect by exploring the influence of size on the

behaviour of particles contained in a TSAW-driven system. Through an experimental and

numerical study of the system, three distinct outcome behaviour along with two transitional

regions have been observed, representing the dominance of various forcing mechanisms; firstly,

migration of particles along propagation direction, here termed drifting; secondly spatial

periodic patterning of particles driven by diffractive patterns; finally, continuous swirling
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5. Size-dependant Behaviour of Particles

of particles driven by acoustic streaming. We have found that the transition between these

regions depends on particle size as a function of frequency and power. At a constant frequency,

below a certain size particles are dominated by acoustic streaming that induces drag force

to the particles and entrains them in continuous vortices. Increasing particle size transfer

their behaviour to the next regions where initially patterning, then drifting takes place.

Apart from this, there are two regions where the combination of streaming-patterning and

patterning-drifting occurs. We also found that the applied power plays a role such that at

a constant frequency and size, increasing power result in transition in behaviour.

5.2 Publication

The following publication was reproduced from [1] with kind permission from the Royal Society

of Chemistry.
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The size dependant behaviour of particles driven
by a travelling surface acoustic wave (TSAW)†

Armaghan Fakhfouri, a Citsabehsan Devendran, a Asif Ahmed, b

Julio Soriab and Adrian Neild *a

The use of travelling surface acoustic waves (TSAW) in a microfluidic system provides a powerful tool for

the manipulation of particles and cells. In a TSAW driven system, acoustophoretic effects can cause

suspended micro-objects to display three distinct responses: (1) swirling, driven by acoustic streaming

forces, (2) migration, driven by acoustic radiation forces and (3) patterning in a spatially periodic manner,

resulting from diffraction effects. Whilst the first two phenomena have been widely discussed in the litera-

ture, the periodic patterning induced by TSAW has only recently been reported and is yet to be fully eluci-

dated. In particular, more in-depth understanding of the size-dependant nature of this effect and the fac-

tors involved are required. Herein, we present an experimental and numerical study of the transition in

acoustophoretic behaviour of particles influenced by relative dominance of these three mechanisms and

characterise it based on particle diameter, channel height, frequency and intensity of the TSAW driven

microfluidic system. This study will enable better understanding of the performance of TSAW sorters and

allow the development of TSAW systems for particle collection and patterning.

1 Introduction

The manipulation of particles and cells is essential to a number
of applications within microfluidic technologies, particularly in
the development of systems for cell patterning, concentration
or sorting. A wide range of methods for particle manipulation
have been developed using hydrodynamic,1–3 magnetic,4,5

dielectrophoretic (DEP),6,7 optical,8,9 and acoustic force fields.10

Acoustic fields provide a powerful tool for precise, non-contact
and biocompatible11,12 manipulation of particles and cells,
thus, have received considerable attention recently.

Acoustophoresis, defined as the movement of particles by
acoustic forces, is key for acoustic manipulation. In a typical
acoustically driven system, suspended objects are subjected
to steady state acoustic forces that are generated through two
mainmechanisms. Firstly, the presence of particles in a
sound field leads to scattering and this in turn results in
acoustic radiation forces13 (ARF) which act to move particles

in a certain direction. Secondly, gradients in the resultant
acoustic field give rise to a steady state flow, termed acoustic
streaming.14,15 This flow field in turn induces drag forces
that act on the suspended particles. The particle behaviour
depends on the relative significance of these distinct
acoustophoretic mechanisms. In order to control the
intended manipulation and achieve a desired outcome, we
seek to present an understanding of the origin of each effect,
and establish the critical factors that influence the relative
dominance of these forces.

Acoustically driven microfluidic systems are mainly actu-
ated using either bulk acoustic waves16–21 (BAW) or surface
acoustic waves22–25 (SAW). The former are excited within vol-
umes of fluid using a piezoelectric transducer affixed to the
microfluidic channel, typically operated at frequencies corre-
sponding to resonant modes in the fluid volume. As such,
the sound fields that are established, consist of standing
waves. Within standing waves, the ARFs act to hold particles
at certain locations, usually corresponding to the nodes or
antinodes of the field, hence patterns of particles are formed
as they cluster at these stable locations. In addition, acoustic
streaming flows exist within these systems, which act to drag
particles along a swirling trajectory. Thorough theoretical
and numerical studies21,26,27 have determined the nature of
both the radiation force and streaming fields, establishing an
understanding of the relative dominance of these two effects
as a function of particle diameter. Below a frequency depen-
dant critical particle size, streaming induced drag forces act

3926 | Lab Chip, 2018, 18, 3926–3938 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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to keep the particles in constant motion driven by the fluid
flow, whilst above this cut-off size ARF dominates and parti-
cles are held in fixed locations.14

Contrary to BAW systems, SAWs are generated on the surface
of a piezoelectric substrate by a set of interdigitated electrodes.
Upon application of an alternating voltage, each electrode finger
displaces, creating a wave. By designing the spacing between
each electrode in accordance to the SAW wavelength at an
intended operational frequency, constructive interference will
occur, improving the efficiency of the system.22,28 In contrast to
BAW, fluid resonances are not excited, and hence, there is a
greater flexibility in the sound fields that can be generated
within fluid volumes confined on the substrate. SAW systems
are suitable for diverse applications including droplet genera-
tion,29,30 merging31 and steering,32,33 atomization,34,35 size-
based sorting,36 particle filtration37 and patterning.38

In SAW-driven devices, acoustic fields are generally classi-
fied as being either travelling39 (TSAW) or standing40,41

(SSAW) in nature. SSAWs are generated when two counter
propagating SAWs interfere, resultingin the formation of
time-averaged nodal and anti-nodal positions in the sound
field. In SSAW field radiation forces collect suspended parti-
cles to either the nodal42 or antinodal43 positions based on
their acoustic contrast with the host fluid. Whilst, fields have
been established with counter propagating SAW of differing
frequencies for adjustable locations,44 and pulsed actuation
for spatially selective patterning,45 typically the standing field
is established across the entire channel area using frequency-
matched counter propagating waves, resulting in periodic
patterning.46–48 As with BAW, the dominant mechanism (pat-
terning or streaming) has a size dependency, however, in
SSAW systems, the critical particle size varies locally across
the width of the channel due to inherent SAW attenuation.46

In a TSAW system, the SAW propagates in one direction,
as does the wave which is coupled from the TSAW into the
fluid. As such, it is broadly assumed that the resultant radia-
tion forces act to continuously push particles away from the
acoustic source. Whilst this mono-directional mechanism
has been used successfully for particle sorting,49 it is not the
only form of behaviour resulting from TSAW. Indeed,
Skowronek et al.50 demonstrate that there is a dimensionless
parameter (defined by Kappa, κ) that determines the cross-
over from streaming dominated to radiation dominated be-
haviour of particles. However, a series of recent studies have
observed some rather complex features within a TSAW sys-
tem which significantly affect the particle outcome behav-
iour. Destgeer et al.51,52 have demonstrated the existence of
an “anechoic corner” within the channel. This is located
along the edge of the channel nearest to the source; in this
region, the sound field is weak and strong streaming flows
exist. Additionally, through numerical and experimental stud-
ies, periodic patterning has been demonstrated, formerly
only linked to SSAW. The patterning of particles into stable
locations results from diffraction effects as the TSAW couples
into the fluid volume and is affected by the channel edge,
which acts as a discontinuity.53,54

The literature on TSAW widely discusses the physical phe-
nomena of streaming driven particle behaviour and the
drifting of particles due to acoustic radiation force. As a re-
sult, discussions of the transition in behaviour type, as a
function of particle size, focus on the transition between
these two behaviours. In our previous work,54 we detailed the
occurrence of another phenomenon in TSAW systems, that of
particle patterning. As a result, in this work, we revisit the
idea of characterising particle outcomes based on size, but
using this new complete framework of behaviour types in-
cluding that of particle patterning. Consequently, we analyse
the transitions between streaming based behaviour, pattern-
ing and drifting of particles as a function of size. Further-
more, we characterise the dominant effect based on TSAW
wavelength (frequency), power intensity and channel height.
In doing so, IDTs with a range of wavelengths (15, 21, 25 and
36 μm) and channels heights (15 and 26 μm) are used.

2 System mechanics

Surface acoustic waves are actuated by a set of conducting
interdigitated transducers (IDT) structured on a piezoelectric
substrate. The IDTs are actuated at a frequency such that the
surface displacements originating from each electrode con-
structively interfere with waves emanating from adjacent
electrode. As such, the spacing of the electrodes dictate the
optimum frequency of operation and wavelength of the prop-
agating SAW, with λSAW = Cs/f, where Cs and f represent the
speed of sound and frequency, respectively.

Upon arrival at the edge of the microfluidic channel, the
SAW couples energy into the fluid at the Rayleigh angle θR =
sin−1 (Cl/Cs) with Cl and Cs representing the speed of sound
in a given liquid and substrate, respectively. The acoustic
wave is coupled into the fluid in the form of a plane wave, al-
beit with spatial variations in the amplitude of the plane
wave across its wavefront due to inherent diffractive effects,
based on Huygens–Fresnel principle.53 As a result, a field
with complex amplitude patterns is created within the fluid.
Two main mechanisms arise, that of acoustic streaming and
acoustic radiation forces and, as we will show, the latter gives
rise to mono-directional motion and particle patterning.
These two mechanisms lead to three distinct outcomes in
terms of the particle behaviour; drifting in the direction of
propagation (Fig. 1a), patterning in stable locations (Fig. 1b)
and continuous motion in circular trajectories (Fig. 1c).

The two mechanisms of acoustic streaming and ARF are
well known, so we describe their origin, briefly. Firstly, acous-
tic streaming, arises from gradients in a sound field as it
propagates through a viscous fluid, which give rise to time-
averaged body forces acting on the fluid.55 As a result, a
steady swirling flow is generated (Fig. 1c), inducing a drag
force on the suspended particles, with Fdrag ∝ a, where a is
the particle radius.

Additionally, particles are directly subjected to primary
acoustic radiation forces, where, in a pure standing wave this
force is proportional to the radius cubed,13,56 whilst in a pure
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travelling wave, the relationship is to the sixth power57 (with
the wavelength assumed to be significantly larger than the
particle size in both cases (a ≪ λSAW)). As such, the ARF can
be expected to dominate over streaming induced drag as par-
ticle sizes increase.58 Here, we have neither a pure travelling
nor standing wave, rather a complex field arising from the
amplitude patterns caused by diffraction.54 Nonetheless, we
can expect that, streaming will be the dominant mechanism
for the small particles. Whilst, for a certain range of particle
sizes which this study will determine, the ARF will act to pat-
tern particles within stable locations dictated by diffraction
lobes as shown in Fig. 1b. Beyond a second critical size, the
particles will move mono-directionally in the TSAW propaga-
tion direction, akin to particles drifting away from the source
(Fig. 1a).

3 Methods

In this work, one set of straight interdigital transducers
(IDTs) with 15, 21, 25 or 36 μm pitch (operating at 260, 185,
155 or 110 MHz, respectively) was used in each experiment to
generate the TSAW. The IDT, with aperture (overlapping
width) of 750 μm, is made of a 10 nm chromium (adhesive
layer) and 200 nm aluminium (conductive layer) deposited
on a piezoelectric 128° rotated Y-cut X propagating lithium
niobate (LN, LiNbO3) wafer by an e-beam evaporator. The 200
μm wide microfluidic channels (with 9.5 μm, 26 μm or 35
μm height) were cast in polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS; 1 : 10
ratio of curing agent/base) and subsequently bonded to the
LN substrate aided by plasma treatment (Harrick Plasma,
PDC-32G). The devices used here contain sufficiently long
channels (13.5 mm ∼60 × channel's width) to ensure that

any boundary effect arisen by the channel's length is negligi-
ble. The PDMS between the IDT and the channel act as a re-
sistance to the propagating wave resulting in partial attenua-
tion of the incident SAW into the PDMS prior to coupling
into the fluid. To minimise the energy loss into the PDMS,
there are airpockets on both sides of the channel to retain
the PDMS thickness at 50 μm as illustrated in ESI† Fig. S1.
To prevent corrosion of the electrodes and to enhance bond-
ing of the PDMS, a 270 nm thick layer of SiO2 was deposited
on the LN wafer. Fluorescent polystyrene particles
(Magsphere, Pasadena, CA, USA) with a range of diameters
including 0.1 μm (green), 0.3 μm (blue), 0.5 μm (yellow-
green), 1 μm (blue), 2 μm (green), 3 μm (blue), 5 μm (blue)
and 6 μm (green), were suspended in a homogenous solution
of 1 : 10 particles/water, diluted with 0.2% polyethylene glycol
(PEG). A signal generator (Anapico, APGEN3000) was used to
apply an AC signal to the IDT at the intended frequency. For
visualisation, two set-ups were used. The first used a fluores-
cence microscope (Olympus BX43) coupled with a compatible
light source (Olympus URFL-T) and a PixeLink (PL-B782U
usb2) CCD colour camera to capture particle behaviour. The
experimental images are produced by time-averaging the
intensities of 200 experimental video frames to visualise par-
ticle trajectories/trapping over the period of the experiment.
Image intensity analysis was conducted on the captured im-
ages using MATLAB, yielding data on the spatial distribution
of the particles. Prior to the analysis, all figures are converted
to grey scale for consistency. Total of 5 lines (in x-direction)
along which clear patterning of particles are observed are
chosen across the channel length (y-direction). The image
intensity is measured across each individual line, then aver-
aged over 5 lines.

Fig. 1 Conceptual illustration of three distinct behaviour of particles resulted from acoustophoretic mechanisms within a TSAW driven system.
3-dimensional rendered drawing of the system exhibiting (a-i) particle drifting in the direction of TSAW propagation (b-i) particle patterning
resulted from diffraction effects (c-i) acoustic streaming flow field. (a-ii) illustration of the instant transmission of TSAW into the fluid, where a
simulated instantaneous absolute pressure field after initial excitation is shown. This effect is classically understood to drift particles away from
TSAW source. (b-ii) a simulated time-averaged absolute pressure field 〈|P1|〉 with lobe patterns which serve to pattern particles into stable loca-
tions. (c-ii) The simulated streaming field indicated by white streamlines across the channel width. Red arrows show streaming velocity. Streaming
vortices induce drag force on the small particles. It should be noted that airpockets are situated on both side of the channel to minimise the en-
ergy loss into the PDMS that exists in between the IDT and the channel as illustrated in ESI† Fig. S1. Pressure and velocity surface plots have units
of Pa and m s−1, respectively.
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In the second set up, the experiments were conducted on
the stage of an inverted microscope (Olympus IX51), where
particle behaviour was captured using a high speed camera
(MEMRECAM HX). Particle image velocimetry (PIV) was then
utilized to obtain a more precise temporal and spatial obser-
vation of particles behaviour. The single exposed image pairs
were analysed using multi-grid/multi-pass cross-correlation
digital particle image velocimetry (MCCDPIV) implemented
in the in-house developed parallel program 2C-2D-CCDPIV
+PTV which uses MPI. The algorithm is described by Soria
et al.,59 with its origin explained by Soria.60,61 It uses an itera-
tive and adaptive cross-correlation algorithm to increase the
velocity dynamic range and reduce the uncertainty, yielding
2-component – 2-dimensional (2C-2D) instantaneous velocity
fields. The performance, accuracy, and uncertainty of the al-
gorithm with applications to the analysis of a single exposed
2C-2D PIV and holographic 3C-3D PIV (HPIV) images have
been reported by Soria62 and von Ellenrieder et al.63 The 2C-
2D MCCDPIV algorithm also incorporates a local cross-
correlation function multiplication method64 to improve the
search for the location of the maximum value of the cross-
correlation function. For the subpixel peak calculation, a two-
dimensional Gaussian function model is used to find the lo-
cation of the maximum of the cross-correlation function
using the least mean square value.60,61

Prior to PIV analysis, the raw image data were cropped to
remove the unwanted peripheral region. The size of the inter-
rogation window used for the MCCDPIV analysis was 32 × 32
pixels2 with a spacing of 16 pixels between the velocity vec-
tors. A local chi-squared χ2 fit, utilizing 13 points to the veloc-
ity field, is used to filter the velocity field and remove noise.61

The velocity in physical units is determined by multiplying
the velocity displacement by the imaging scale factor and di-
viding by the time separation between the two single-exposed
images.

To better investigate the transition mechanisms, a simpli-
fied 2-dimensional fully coupled LN substrate and fluid do-
main is modelled using COMSOL Multiphysics v5.1. To gen-
erate the intended surface acoustic waves, a voltage potential
is applied along equipotential lines mimicking the IDT de-
sign used experimentally. The LN crystal matrices were ro-
tated to represent the crystal cut used in the experiments (i.e.
128° Y-cut X-propagating).

The fluid domain is modelled using two different ap-
proaches, probing the distinct transition regimes indepen-
dently. Firstly, to probe the streaming to patterning transition
characteristics, the fluid domain is fully coupled to the LN
substrate, and solved using the thermoviscous set of equa-
tions (i.e. thermoacoustic module in COMSOL Multiphysics)
to accurately obtain the pressure and velocity fluctuations. To
obtain the streaming fields (i.e. v2), the first order solutions
were used to calculate the body force (i.e. Reynolds stress),
which in turn is utilised to drive the fluid flow in a laminar
flow stationary study. A similar approach is used in previous
publications.14,54,65 The transition characteristics were
probed by increasing the particle size and observing the re-

sultant particle trajectory. The acoustic force exerted on a
particle considerably smaller than the wavelength is given by
eqn (1a).14,65,66

F v vARF     
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κ0 = 1/(ρ0c
2
0) and κp denote the compressibility of the liq-

uid and particle respectively, ρ0 and ρp represent density of
liquid and particles respectively, ω is the angular frequency
of excitation and η is the shear viscosity coefficient of the
fluid.

Fdrag = 6πηa(v2 − vp) (2)

where v2 and vp are the streaming (steady state) velocity and
particle velocity respectively.

Secondly, to investigate the second transition regime, in
which the particles are no longer small in comparison to the
wavelength, a different approach must be used. Here, a fully
coupled fluid domain is modelled using the Pressure Acous-
tics module in COMSOL Multiphysics. The resultant acoustic
forces must be calculated by integrating over the particle's
surface due to the particle's size, the numerical complexity
and requirements placed on element size means that only a
2-dimensional model can be constructed (hence, the particle
is represented as a cylinder, rather than a sphere). The force
equation is given by,26,46,67

F v n v vARF  
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A study was carried out to investigate the relative differ-
ence between the resultant acoustic forces obtained when
solving the Helmholtz set of equations (i.e. pressure acoustics
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Fig. 2 Experimental observations representing the transition in particle behaviour influenced by the TSAW wavelength (frequency) as a function of
particle diameter. The applied power is constant at 25 dBm. The microchannel is 26 μm-high and 200 μm-wide. The study focuses on particles be-
haviour in the central region, between the peripheral streaming vortices.54 The (κ) value predict the cross-over from streaming dominated to radia-
tion dominated behaviour as explained by Skowronek et al.50 to calculate the (κ) value, the sound speeds of 3880 m s−1 in LN and 1500 m s−1 in
water are used. The relative location of the IDT compared to the channel is indicated only in the y-direction. It should be noted that the distance
between the IDT and the channel location (x-direction) is 1400 μm and is not reflected in the figure. Scale bar is 200 μm.
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module) as opposed to the significantly more computation-
ally expensive thermoviscous set of equations
(thermoacoustic module). No significant difference in calcu-
lated forces were observed for the particle sizes considered.
This is consistent with the findings detailed in Habibi et al.67

Thus, the computationally more efficient pressure acoustic
module was used in the data presented here.

4 Results and discussion

To determine the effect of TSAW frequency and particle di-
ameter on the transition in the acoustophoretic behaviour, a
series of experiments were conducted under stationary condi-
tion (no external flow) and the particles response were ob-
served, as shown in Fig. 2 and ESI† Video 1 (the
acoustofluidic effects in correspondence to an external flow
can be observed in ESI† Video 2). Here, the experimental data
is obtained for a range of particle diameters and four distinct
TSAW wavelengths, whilst TSAW power intensity (25 dBm)
and channel dimensions (h = 26 μm and W = 200 μm) are
held constant. It should be noted that this study only focuses
on the transition in behaviour of particles at the regions be-
tween the “Peripheral streaming” and beyond the extent of
the “Lobe streaming”54 vortices. In the series of images
shown in Fig. 2, the experimental results inform the mecha-
nism at play by observation of key features in the image.

Areas of higher and lower intensity corresponding to local
concentration and rarefication of particles is a result of pat-
terning, ARF being the dominant mechanism, as in Fig. 2
(denoted P). In images demonstrating a different effect, a
line of particles are formed at the wall of the channel furthest
from the IDT, this is a result of the particles having been
pushed across the channel width due to the dominance of
mono-directional motion as a result of ARF, we term this ef-
fect (most commonly associated with TSAW) drifting, (de-
noted d). There is a transitional region present, between dis-
tinct patterning and drifting (denoted P & d) characteristics,
in which both of these features occur.

In contrast to ARF, the streaming dominated motion of
particles causes them to be carried continuously through the
fluid volume, thus images of such motion in Fig. 2 appear
uniform in colour and somewhat blurred (denoted S). In
some images, patterning is seen in the form of bands of high
and low intensity superimposed on a uniform background,
this is the, rather large, transition region in which both
streaming and patterning occur (denoted S & P). Observations
throughthe microscope, clearly depict a continuous motion,
whilst resulting in a structure to the image, indicating simul-
taneous trapping of some particles.

Skowronek et al.50 examined streaming and drifting in a
TSAW system actuated with a different configuration than
the conventional systems (coupling via pillars). They identi-
fied a dimensionless constant, (κ), to describe the transition
between the two regimes, wherein the frequency and particle
diameter play the key roles, κ = ka, where k and a denote
wave number and particle radius, respectively. Several studies

have identified the critical value of κ beyond which radiation
force dominates as ∼1 in a sessile droplet leading to particle
concentration,68–71 and ∼1.2 in a microfluidic channel lead-
ing to drifting.39,50 As illustrated in Fig. 2, in this work
drifting takes place even for the case of κ = 0.97, though at a
relatively slower rate compared to the case of κ = 1.35. In
Fig. 3, which summarises the observed behaviour in Fig. 2,
the κ relationship has been plotted. It is observed to lie be-
tween the streaming and drifting regions identified in our
data which was a conventionally actuated system. It is also
evident, however, that a linear relationship between diameter
and wavelength cannot be used to describe the transitions we
observe.

The regimes of particle behaviour are clearly identified in
Fig. 3, we now examine them further by way of numerical
analysis, probing the key features and examining the transi-
tions between the regimes. In doing this, we consider the
forces which occur and dominate, starting with large parti-
cles before decreasing the size.

4.1 Transition from drifting to patterning

Examining the behaviour shown by Fig. 2 for a 25 μm wave-
length, it can be seen that 3 μm particles drift, whilst 1 μm
particles form patterns. This transition is shown in Fig. 4, in
which the intensity is plotted as measured across the width
of the channel at two excitation power levels. For both powers

Fig. 3 The plot of transition behaviour where each region (indicated
by different colour) shows the dominant mechanism governing particle
behaviour. The black squares indicate the position of experiments
illustrated in Fig. 2. Dotted lines are the predicted locations for the
cross-over behaviour. The red circles represent the cross-over from
streaming dominated to radiation dominated behaviour predicted
based on κ value (the dimensionless constant) as explained by
Skowronek et al.50
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examined the highest intensity is clearly at the edge of the
channel away from the IDT for 3 μm particles (Fig. 4c), whilst
a patterned intensity is seen for the 1 μm particles (Fig. 4a).
However, for the 2 μm particles, a clear transition in behav-
iour is observed with an increase in drifting as a result of in-
creasing power (Fig. 4b). At 15 and 25 dBm (the powers used
in Fig. 4a and c) both patterning and drifting traits are seen,
thus, this size sits in the transition region between the two
distinct outcomes.

To probe the underlying physics associated with this tran-
sition in behaviour, a numerical model is used, this consists
of a microfluidic channel (width 100 μm; height 26 μm) ex-
cited by TSAW with a wavelength of 15 μm (propagating in
the positive x-direction). It should be noted that the channels
width is 200 μm in experiments and 100 μm in the numerical
models. The diffraction effects in the near field (i.e. close to
the wave source; IDTs) do not differ, as such the 100 μm
channel is used in simulations to minimise computational
expense. In Fig. 5a the resultant instantaneous absolute pres-
sure field generated after initial excitation is shown. At this
moment in time the TSAW can be seen tocouple into the
fluid at an angle (the Rayleigh angle, θR). As a result a region,
in the upper left of the channel, which remains largely unaf-
fected by the propagating wave is present, this has been
termed the anechoic corner.51,52 However, this field is only
transient in nature, the relative slowness of the particle mo-
tion compared to the speed of sound, means that they re-
spond rather to the steady state sound field (albeit distorted
locally by their own presence). In Fig. 5b the time-averaged

absolute pressure field generated by the TSAW when coupled
into fluid contained in a 100 μm-wide PDMS channel is
shown. Several features are present in this sound field, firstly,
there is a decay in amplitude with increasing distance across
the channel width (x-direction) as energy in the surface wave
decays due to coupling of energy into the fluid (this is also
seen in Fig. 5a). Secondly, in the z-direction, bands of higher
and lower pressures (one such band of lower pressures has
been labelled alpha-line) are present, this arises due to waves
being reflected by the upper boundary of the fluid volume
(despite this PDMS boundary being relatively low reflecting).
This feature has the potential to trap particles in bands along
the z-direction. Thirdly, there are bands of lower pressure at
angles across the fluid chamber, one such band is labelled
beta-line (Fig. 5b). These bands, or lobes, are caused due to
the diffraction of the wave as it couples into the fluid and is
due to the finite nature of the fluid volume.53,54

Fig. 5c and d show the forces experienced by particles of
different sizes placed in the sound field. The model inte-
grates the forces around the circumference of the particles
(eqn (3)) in a 2D plane. By placing theparticle in the field the
wave scattering is accurately captured, coupling this with cal-
culation of the force by integration allows accurate assess-
ment of forces for particles of sizes which approach the wave-
length, albeit in 2D. The forces inthe z-direction are shown
for particles placed along beta-line in Fig. 5d. It can be seen
that at low values of x (which also indicates low values of z),
the large particles are pushed upwards, however, there are
stable trapping locations at x = 20 and 23 μm (where the x

Fig. 4 Influence of applied TSAW power on transition in behaviour of 1 μm, 2 μm and 3 μm particles, where at 155 MHz (a) 1 μm particles only
experience patterning, (b) 2 μm particle behaviour changes from pure patterning to an intermediate state where mixture of patterning and drifting
take place and (c) 3 μm particles only experience drifting. Scale bars are 100 μm.
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component of the force is zero). This potential for trapping at
different heights is also present for the smaller particles, al-
beit the trapping forces are weaker.

In Fig. 5c, the forces in the x-direction are shown along al-
pha-line. It can be seen that there are strong variations in
force amplitude at different x-locations as expected from the
pressure field. For the smaller particles the forces change in
sign as x is increased, including stable trapping locations,
and the particles can be expected to be held at multiple sta-
ble locations; patterning occurs. Whilst for the larger parti-
cles, the force varies in amplitude but is always positive,
hence, the particles will move in a monodirectional manner;
drifting occurs. The particle size at which this transition be-
tween behaviours cannot be directly compared to the experi-
mental data due to the 2D nature ofthe simulation, however,
the trends are consistent.

The nature of the force field indicates that, as a result of
ARF, the particles will migrate away from the IDT source. In
some cases (smaller particles), this migration in the positive
x-direction is expected to occur until the next stable location
(i.e. Faac,x = 0) is reached, whilst for larger particles the mi-
gration will continue to the far edge of the channel.

To confirm the unidirectional migration which occurs
prior to patterns being formed, the particle trajectories
have been measured using PIV as shown in Fig. 6. In con-
trast to usual flow visualisation methods, here the parti-
cles are migrating from an initial location to an end loca-

tion (as seen in the experimental images and ESI† Video
3), being driven by acoustic radiation forces rather than
drag. As such, there are rapid changes in the particle mo-
tions on a spatial scale dictated bythe spacing between the
patterned lines. As the spatial pitch of the velocity arrows
is rather large compared to this spacing, capturing a full
idea of the trajectory of the particles is challenging. In-
stead, what we wish to draw attention to is the nature of
the velocities shown. For the following parameters, 1 μm
particles at 25 μm wavelength, contained within a 35 μm
high and 200 μm wide channel, we observe particle pat-
terning. The data shows that for the initial 6 s of particle
migration, the velocity arrows have a component across
the width of the channel in one direction as particles mi-
grate to the stable patterning locations (Fig. 6b–d). Whilst
later (Fig. 6f–h), the velocities are predominately along the
channel length, and represent migration along the pat-
terned lines. Whilst the patterning behaviour appears visu-
ally to have similarities to that of a SSAW system, in that
it is periodic (albeit with different spacing53) and stable,
the migration pattern which causes the patterning is dis-
similar. In a standing wave system, homogeneously
suspended particles are free to move in either direction to
reach the nearest pressure minima location, whereas, the
initial translation of particles in a TSAW system takes
place unidirectionally along beta-lines (in Fig. 5b) and the
other pressure minima between the pressure lobes.

Fig. 5 (a) Instantaneous absolute pressure field once TSAW is coupled to the fluid along θR angle. (b) The FEA model of the time-averaged abso-
lute pressure fields 〈|P1|〉. Spatial radiation forces where (c) indicates the titx-component along the α line and (d) the z-component along the β line
as represented by the dashed lines within (b). The unit of pressure surface plot is Pa. The forces affecting particles with different diameter (D) are
compared.
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4.2 Transition from patterning to streaming

As shown in Fig. 3, at a 25 μm SAW wavelength, the 0.1 μm par-
ticles are strongly influenced by streaming despite some struc-
ture present due to patterning. However, as the particle size in-
creases to 0.3 μm and 0.5 μm the prevalence of this structure
increases; though streaming is still observed, patterning be-
comes increasingly significant. This blended streaming and
patterning regime occurs over a range of particle sizes exam-
ined and hence has been denoted as aseparate regime in
Fig. 3. We note, that the transition between streaming and pat-
terning in a SSAW system is also observed to be broad due to
spatial variations in which effect was dominant.65

To confirm the presence of patterning and streaming, in
Fig. 7 we show the light intensity distribution as measured
across the width of the channel. This data is presented for
two channel heights and powers. It is observed, that the 100
nm particles in the deeper channel (comparable to Fig. 2)
show a large baseline intensity with a weak periodic fluctua-
tion, indicating behaviour dominated by streaming with rela-
tively weak patterning occurring.

We now examine and seek to explain trends in this data.
Two trends, in the relative size of the baseline level and peri-
odic peaks, are evident. The first is that as the particle size
increases, the periodicity increases and the baseline level de-
creases. This is due to the patterning forces of small particles
being related to the particle size cubed, whilst the drag forces
are related to the size linearly. The second trend is that the
baseline is higher for the channels of larger height, especially
for the 100 and 300 nm particles. This means that there is an
increase in streaming effects for the deeper channels. This is

consistent with an expectation that a larger separation be-
tween the non-slip boundary condition on the base and roof
of the channel allows larger streaming velocities.65

A third trend is that, especially for the deeper channels,
there is a large feature at the edge of the channel nearest to
the IDT. This is observed in Fig. 7d and f, but less clearly ob-
served in the shallower channel (Fig. 7c and e). This particle
response is a result of the nature of the streaming flow field
in the (x–z) plane, which is shown in Fig. 1. There are two
main flows, a strong swirl which is (largely) contained within
the anechoic corner, and that a secondary swirl occurs which
stretches across the rest of the channel. It is the swirl within
the anechoic corner which causes this feature. It is more
prominent for the larger channel heights as anechoic corner
is bound by a line at the Rayleigh angle, hence a larger height
channel will correspond to this swirl stretching further across
the channel width.

A fourth observation from this dataset is that the number
of lines of particles formed due to the patterning is larger for
the shallow channels. We know that a reduction of the chan-
nel height; firstly, minimises the effects of streaming en-
abling more patterning of particles, and secondly, reduces
the number of stable locations, along the z-direction, present
for patterning. We believe, the spacing between lines of col-
lected particles is more easily distinguishable in shallower
channels (Fig. 7a, c and e). Whereas in deeper channels, par-
ticles appear to form clusters as there are multiple patterning
locations (along the z-direction) possible. This is a direct re-
sult of the existence of periodicity, along the z-direction, in
the lobed pressure fields which permits patterning of parti-
cles at distinct heights (Fig. 7b, d and f).

Fig. 6 Transient study of particle trajectories from initially quiescent at the instant of TSAW application towards steady state. Particle image
velocimetry (PIV) method is used, where, the arrows indicate the direction of particles displacement. The arrow's length is proportional to the
relative magnitude of the particle's velocity (the actual magnitude of velocity (in μm s−1) is represented by the arrow's colour). (a) Homogeneously
suspended 1 μm particles in a quiescent fluid (contained in a35 μm-high 200 μm-wide channel) at the initial state. (b)–(d) Migrate in the direction
of TSAW to arrive to the pressure minima lobes within which they are trapped. (e) Particles form spatial periodic patterns after 6 s of TSAW applica-
tion. After this state (f)–(h) further migration of particles in the x-direction is prohibited by forces resulted from diffraction lobes, however particles
are free to move in the y-direction. Scale bar is 100 μm.
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Finally, we examine the cause of the broad transition re-
gion which occurs between streaming and patterning domi-
nated behaviour (seen in Fig. 3). As discussed and shown in
Fig. 5c, smaller particles are subjected to smaller upward
forces, yet can be trapped at different heights. Particles
trapped at different heights will experience different drag
forces from the streaming flow; hence, there will be a local
variation in the critical diameter, which globally will be seen
as a broad transition region. This is explored further in the
numerical models.

Whilst the force fields shown in Fig. 5 assist with under-
standing the transition from patterning to drifting, and they
indicate that particles are held at different heights, which as-
sists with understanding the broad transition seen between
streaming dominated and patterning dominated behaviour,
they do not directly consider the streaming flows. In Fig. 1c,
a numerical model has been used to predict the streaming
field and thus, the drag forces experienced by particles
suspended within it. These drag forces are added to the
acoustic radiation force arising from the force field (calcu-
lated using eqn (1a), and assuming the particle size is signifi-

cantly smaller than the wavelength). The resultant particle
trajectories are shown in Fig. 8 (see ESI† Video 4; 0.2 μm and
0.5 μm particles) the smaller particles swirl around the chan-
nel and the larger particles begin to exhibit patterning behav-
iour, as observed from the intensity data. In addition, it is ob-
served that for the larger particles, some will be patterned at
certain heights in the fluid, but those closer to the top and
bottom of the channel will be exposed to stronger fluid flows
and as such are entrained within them.

4.3 Effect of power on transition

In Fig. 4, distinct regions of behaviour have been identified
for a wavelength of 25 μm, over a range of particle sizes and
powers. This is examined further in Fig. 7, in which the de-
gree of patterning and streaming is observed to differ with re-
spect to the power used. The features used to distinguish be-
tween regions are the same as those used in Fig. 2. The
power applied to the IDT is linearly related to the amplitude
of the ARF and strength of the acoustic streaming. Conse-
quently, the two forcing mechanisms discussed, so far,

Fig. 7 Experimental observations of two simultaneous particle behaviour; patterning and swirling for submicron particles with diameters of 100,
300 and 500 nm. The frequency of operation is 155 MHz (λSAW = 25 μm). The channel width is 200 μm. The effect of TSAW power intensity and
channel height are recognized by using plots of image mean intensity against x positions across channel width. The diffraction effects result in
particle patterning across width of the channel. The absorption of this effect within the system increases with reducing channel height and
increasing applied power. Scale bars are 100 μm.
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should increase linearly as a result of power increase. The be-
haviour of the particles is dictated by the relative dominance
of the forcing mechanisms, and an equal increase in both,
will not alter this dominance. However, an increase in the ve-
locity of the suspended particles will be observed. As such,
the transition between regions, observed with increasing
power in Fig. 4, is unexpected.

For a given power and wavelength, as the particle size is
increased, the regimes move from streaming dominated, to
streaming and patterning, patterning, patterning and drifting

and drifting. Considering this, and in reference to Fig. 9, an
increase in power can shift the particles behaviour from that
expected at lower powers to that expected for slightly larger
particles. That is, upon increase from 10 dBm to 20 dBm, 0.5
μm particles behaviour shifts from streaming to streaming
and patterning. As such, we believe this results from particle–
particle interactions. That as the power increases the coagula-
tion of particles as a result of Bjerknes forces,67,72 from the
interaction of scattered waves from one particle on a
neighbouring particle, causes particles to cluster and as such
assume the behaviour of relatively larger particles.

5 Conclusion

Travelling surface acoustic waves have found applications
in particle sorting and droplet manipulation, however, it
is only recently that a wider range of forcing mechanisms
has been identified, with the additional understanding re-
garding the occurrence of particle patterning. This work
has delved into better understanding the effect of particle
size on particle behaviour as a function of both acoustic
wavelength and power. Three main regimes along with
transitional regions have been identified representing the
dominance of different forcing mechanisms: namely,
streaming, patterning and drifting. To probe the underly-
ing physics associated with these distinct particle migra-
tion behaviours and its transitional characteristics, numeri-
cal models of the acoustic radiation force and streaming
flows are implemented. It is important to note that an in-
crease in power can alter the behaviour of smaller parti-
cles to that of a larger particle size, most likely due to
the coagulation of particles at these higher powers.

Conflicts of interest

There are no conflicts to declare.

Fig. 8 Particle trajectories driven by TSAW with a wavelength of 15 μm in a 26 μm high, 100 μm wide channel of (a) 0.2 μm particles, where two
main streaming vortices are observed; one within the anechoic corner and the other that streches across the rest of channel width and of (b) 0.5
μm particles exhibiting streaming-dominated and patterning behaviour (see ESI† Video 4; 0.2 μm and 0.5 μm particles).

Fig. 9 The plot representing transition in behaviour of particles
affected by TSAW power intensity as a function of particle diameter.
Regions within the plot that are dominated by various behaviours are
distinctively indicated with different colours. The black squares
represent the position of experiments conducted. The border lines of
each region are shown in dashed.
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The final chapter summarizes the key findings and contri-

butions made by the research in this thesis. Following this

a discussion on possible future work is presented.

6
Conclusions & Future Work

6.1 Conclusions

With an increasing interest in the SAW-driven microfluidics, the need for proper exploration

of the physical phenomena underlying these systems increases. SAW actuation allows for

certain key capabilities that are not accessible to BAW actuated systems. These include the

ability to operate (i) at very high frequencies and (ii) in the travelling wave excitation mode.

That being the case, these are fertile grounds to find new effects and new potential, what has

been studied for longer with BAW. By challenging the common assumptions typically made

in the present literature, through experimental characterisation and numerical modelling,

here we seek a more in-depth understanding of the SAW key capabilities and their influential

factors. The following sections provide a summary of the contributions of this thesis.

Chapter 3 reports on the development of a highly sensitive particle sorting system which

has been termed the virtual membrane. As opposed to typical SAW-driven devices, this

system operates at an elevated frequency enabling the development of an acoustic field with

a wavelength on the order of the particle dimension. By identifying a critical diameter, 0.3

times the acoustic half-wavelength, the system filters particles of distinct sizes based on

two phenomena: firstly, particles larger than the critical size experience a repulsive force

inhibiting their entrance to the acoustic field, thus filtered. Particles smaller than the critical

diameter are able to pass through the force field along the pressure minima nodes (akin to
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a filter’s pores). The system benefit from a highly localized standing SAW field by using a

pair of focused interdigitated transducers (IDT) at an angle relative to the fluid.

Chapter 4 investigates various mechanisms arising from transmission of a travelling

SAW to an enclosed quiescent fluid. As opposed to the literature, here we emphasise on the

influence of complex diffractive patterns in the outcome behaviour of particles. A scenario

causing trapping of particles into spatially periodic locations, orthogonal and parallel to

the propagation direction was reported, whereas the periodic nature of this trapping is

often observed in standing SAW systems.

In Chapter 5, the particle patterning phenomena in TSAW systems was further explored.

Here, the behaviour of particles in these systems was numerically and experimentally

characterised based on the particle size as a function of frequency and power. Contrary

to the literature that reports on two distinct behaviours, here we have identified three,

namely, drifting, patterning and swirling. The transition between these regions and the

influential factors were presented.

6.2 Future Work

The research into the physical phenomena underlying SAW actuated devices presented in

this thesis provides many opportunities for further investigation. A few potential avenues for

further research along with their possible applications are provided in this section.

In chapter 4, it is demonstrated that particles suspended in an acoustic field are subjected

to acoustic radiation forces (ARF) and acoustic streaming induced drag forces and is shown

that their dominance depends on the spatial location in the channel. Furthermore, the

size-dependent nature of these two forces has been investigated in chapter 5 showing that

reduction of the particle dimensions increases the dominance of acoustic streaming forces

which can be disruptive to the manipulation of submicron/nano particles based on ARF.

However, theoretical and numerical literature report that acoustic field is established much

faster than the acoustic streaming field. [243] By realising this, several approaches based

on either suppression or enhancement of acoustic streaming can be developed to meet the
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rapidly increasing demand for manipulation of nanoparticles. These approaches, however,

require a more detailed characterisation of the acoustic streaming field.

In a possible future work, a thorough study of acoustic streaming, particularly the transient

nature of the streaming field is made possible using particle image velocimetry (PIV) analysis.

As explained in chapter 4, the acoustic streaming that arises by the incidence of a finite SAW

in a quiescent fluid results in the formation of fluid swirling in two orthogonal planes. These

include lateral vortices at the periphery (here termed peripheral streaming) and vertical

vortices within the extent of the SAW beam (here termed lobe streaming). Understanding

the transient nature of streaming requires a thorough analysis of the temporal build-up of

the streaming field from an initially quiescent state towards a steady state. The amplitude

analysis of the streaming field is made possible by using a 2-dimensional PIV for the peripheral

streaming [244] and a 3-dimensional holographic PIV for the lobe streaming. [245]
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